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MEDIA RELEASE

Senator the Hon. Robert Hill

Minister for Defence

Leader of the Government in the Senate

Defence Minister Visits Joint Defence Facility

Pine Gap

Defence Minister Robert Hill will visit the Joint Defence

Facility Pine Gap today.

Senator Hill said the facility remained a central element of

Australia’s alliance with the United States with both countries

deriving great benefit from the partnership.

"Pine Gap is an impressive demonstration of our close

working relationship with the United States," Senator Hill

said.

"The intelligence collection and missile early warning roles of

the joint facility are valuable to Australia’s own national

interests, as well as to maintain international security

generally and the avoidance of global war.

'In particular, it allows both partners to take decisions with

greater certainty by the collection of intelligence on military

developments of interest to Australia and the US, and on

proliferation matters that directly contribute to global security

by monitoring arms control and disarmament agreements.

"For instance, the work done at the joint facility indicates how

countries are complying with agreements not to proliferate

weapons systems and capabilities, or showing when they are

working against such agreements.

Senator Hill said Australia was one of the strongest

supporters of international arms control and disarmament

efforts.

"We will continue to be active by encouraging progress on

these initiatives," Senator Hill said.

"All activities at the joint facility are carried out with the full

knowledge and concurrence of the Government and we

expect this mutually beneficial cooperation to continue for

many years to come. Furthermore, Australians are fully

integrated into the Pine Gap workforce, including at the

senior managerial and specialist levels."

Pine Gap gears for war with

eye on Iraq

By Craig Skehan, Defence Correspondent

September 30 2002

The top priority for the AustraHan-US satellite ground station at Pine

Gap, near Alice Springs, has been shifted to intelligence gathering in

Iraq, including target identification, ahead of a threatened US-led first

strike.

Well-placed sources say Pine Grp wffl also be able to directly'

transmit information to commanders in Iraq during a conflict. This

would include directing the firing ofmissiles and the dropping of

bombs.

In addition. Pine Grp is equipped to detect the launch of any Scud

missiles fired by Iraq at its neighbours, including Israel.

Contents of this site copyright©Barry Taylor 1996-2003 unless

otherwise shown. Views expressed within this site are not necessarily

those of the site owner. All care yet no responsibility taker for the

views of others. My views on UFO’s are based on my personal

observations.



The above image was taken over

my location in 1998. The ‘Trade

Winds’ were blowing fast and for

several days the sky appeared to

be full of ‘Angels.’ This image

was rotated clockwise 90°.

Sauniere Society

Are there Celestial Beings

Visiting selected locations on Earth?

And are they trying to warn us of Future disasters and

the impending demise of mankind?

Airline passengers see Sky full ofAngels.

It was reported on Radio news, that passengers on an International flight

over the Pacific Ocean at high altitude said, “The sky below us was full of

Angels as far as you could see.” “It was a beautiful sight yet quite eerie.”

One passenger stated.

THE ‘BLEEDING ANGEL’ IN THE CRYPT OF ROSSLYN CHAPEL Ward L. Ginn, Jr.

Several months later, I had the photograph of the angel enlarged with the intention of having it framed as an

appropriate gift for a friend who admires Rosslyn Chapel (see “February Photo”). Much to my amazement, I

noticed in the enlarged photograph what are presumably water stains of a rust color that resemble a bleeding

wound on the right side of the forehead of the angel at the hairline. From the wound, “blood” appears to flow

down the right side of the face and then divides into two streams. One stream, the shortest, flows under the

jaw and down the neck where it stops at the angel’s bodice. The other longer stream flows from the hair onto

the shoulder where it separates and flows downward in two streams disappearing beneath the Sinclair shield

the angel is holding. A photograph of the angel taken during a subsequent visit in October provides a better

perspective of the blood-like stains (see “October Photo”).

These two amazing images are from the Egyptian site that contains some of the most

breath taking real images of miraculous events that have occurred in the middle East in

recent years. We rarely hear about these events in western news, so take a few minutes to

explore this site and I am sure you will find the events here truly miraculous.

But, before you go exploring, please read the rest of this page. It contains some of my
personal thoughts.

Would some of us call these events UFO craft?

Links to sites record-

ing Apparitions &
celestial phenomena

Apparition Data-

base

Miracles in Egypt -

some of the best

images and video

clips you will find.

Blessed Virgin Mary

Sightings Similar to

UFOs

Alien Identities:

Ancient Insights into

Modem UFO Phe-

nomena



UFO’s and Angels:

Since my early years, I had been made aware that there were ‘Guardian Angels’ that followed us around during

our daily lives. I had been saved from drowning, avoided motor accidents plus other unusual circumstances

that I personally consider was the protection granted me by my Guardian Angel. I never really went out my
way to study the subject or find more answers, I just accepted it as a natural part of life, and that every one had

their own personal Guardian Angel. And I still think that is the way it is.

I have witnessed many UFO events over the years in an attempt to learn about the phenomena, and what it

all means. I had learnt that not all UFO’s are in fact ‘Alien Spacecraft containing Alien Beings’, at least not

the four-foot Grey Aliens. Many UFO objects are small in size, ranging from tennis ball size to around three

metres (10 feet) of course there are many types ofUFO that are larger than the 3 metre ones.

In November 1999, 1 witnessed something that would steer me in another direction of study. My concepts of

what UFO’s are, and what they do here got a quick boost of enlightenment. Well, what some may be doing

at least.

Guardian Angel?
I was visiting a friend’s place when we could hear the Wespac Rescue helicopter approaching to land at the

local hospital. The chopper usually flew almost over the house roof, as the landing pad was close by. We both

stood on the rear steps to watch the chopper pass almost overhead with its bright landing spot light illuminat-

ing the whole area like daytime.

When level to me, I noticed something quickly fly off from just above the rotor blades of the chopper. It was

a dull yellow illuminated object rectangular in shape and around two feet long (60cm) and 10 inches (25cm)

high. I quickly jumped down off the top step, turned to watch the object fly off toward the East. It was only

100-ft. altitude or less. The first thing that came to mind was “Guardian Angel.” I considered that under the

circumstances of the situation that the UFO had followed the chopper containing a critical ill passenger, and

was there for the sake and well being of the sick person. And I left my thoughts stay with that for it sounded

feasible yet a little over the top.

“That was a UFO,” I said to my friend, “and it was following the chopper so as to look after the ill passenger.”

She accepted that as a probable scenario without question. I wish everyone were like her. We often discuss the

situation and find it ever more amazing if true.

Similar event.

I will jump ahead in the sequence of events here, for the final connection between UFO’s and Angels is most

interesting and very important to me. In June 2001, 1 was standing out on my balcony scanning the horizon

for unusual activity, when I suddenly noticed a slow moving dull yellow object above the roof of a farmhouse

some 1 ,5klm west. The object was so dully illuminated, I had to look ahead of the object a little so as to catch

it in my peripheral vision. I did this a few times and confirmed that yes, it was a UFO and flying at low altitude

from the South, and would fly over the western boundary oftown. I quickly ran inside to get my video camera,

which was only 5 paces away. When I returned, I could not see the object yet began videoing the probable

path just in case I got lucky.

The unusual thing here is, that when I returned outside, there was a light aircraft flying at a similar low altitude

to where I had seen the UFO. I thought, “Did the UFO turn into an aircraft?” Or did the Aircraft turn into a

UFO?” I was a bit confused about that for a while. The light aircraft continued flying at very low altitude

around the western boundary oftown, then turned to fly across the northern boundary and offtoward the north

east. I made some inquiries at the local airport the next day, and the only conclusion reached was that the

aircraft was the Air Ambulance. It was flying low because the ill patient must have had lung problems and

could not survive pressurized air if flying at altitude, and thin air means more oxygen pressure. Another event

where UFO was directly associated with the transportation of critically ill Humans.



Angels (?) and UFO’s (?) comfort the dying:

I would like to share something very personal with you here. I want you to know what my Mother and I

witnessed the night my Father died. This is true to the word. So please take these words with you, and ponder

over the consequences of this event and what it would mean to you if the following events happened to your

family.

My Father was critically ill in hospital and not expected to last the night. My Mother and I decided we would

put in an all night bedside vigil to be with him. I wanted to phone my daughter to tell her that her Grandfather

was very ill and may not last the night. Early that evening around 8.30pm, I walked into the car park of the

hospital and phoned my daughter on my mobile. She accepted the situation well. Just as we were saying our

good-byes, she began to gently weep. Well this made me overcome with grief also. I got that heavy feeling in

my heart.

Bright Star like object:

I looked up into the starry dark sky, and saw a very bright star like object approaching from the south from

over the near-by hills. I was immediately comforted and my griefgone. I had seen many similar objects before.

They were what I call the “UFO Probe” type objects. They are not satellites. The bright object was now behind

trees lining the car park so I walked further up the car park so I could continue to watch this object move off

into the distance. It slowly faded into a dim smaller object that went totally out. I then returned to my Fathers

bedside, yet did not mention this sighting to my Mother until next morning.

White Lights fly off:

In the early hours of the next morning, my Mother suddenly turned to me and said, “What was that?” “What

was what?” I replied. She said she had seen a flying light outside the window. She thought it was a plane or

something. A little while later she said, “There it is again!” this time it was flying away from the window. I

walked to the window thinking it must have been an aircraft in the distance or the headlights of a passing

car shining in the window. I waited until a car passed by, no lights anywhere the window and there were no

aircraft. We were on the first floor. Now I was curious. First the bright object I had seen earlier, now my Mother

had seen two illuminated objects just outside the hospital window.

Golden Object flies off:

Keeping an awareness of any movement outside the window was keeping my mind occupied. After a while, I

turned my head toward the window just in time to see the most amazing sight. I saw this beautiful object just

long enough so as to have the memory of it etched on my mind forever. Just outside the window about 3 feet

away, I saw a golden yellow rectangular object around 2 feet (60cm) long and 10 inches (25cm) high hover

for a moment than suddenly shoot off toward the right and out of view. What ever it was, was observing us

through the window, saw me turn toward it then took off so I could not keep watching it.

I could see the sharply defined edges of the object it was so close. I got a good look at the surface of the object.

There were no markings or imperfections, just a pure golden object. It was flying without visible means of

propulsion or wings, no sound and was too small to have been a craft containing crew. What ever it was, must

have been its own fully self-contained entity. It demonstrated intelligence by its curiosity for looking into the

window and internal energy source by the way it hovered than quickly accelerated away. It was what I would

call a genuine UFO, but not an Alien craft, as we would normally imagine.

Do Angels and UFO’s work together?

If all the circumstances are considered surrounding these events, there is only one logical conclusion. And that

is, that the UFO has demonstrated that it is willing to become directly involved with the close observation of

seriously ill and dying humans.



The UFO Spectrum.

The question now needs to be asked, “Are some UFO’s and Angels one and the same?” I say ‘some’ for I am
sure that not all UFO’s are from the same source. Some UFO’s are definitely highly advanced, sophisticated

craft containing highly trained crew. While others seem to be self contained living entities, and others seem to

demonstrate they are working for a higher power we would call God.

Soul ofAccident Victim Observed.

For me this is the ‘icing on the cake’ as the saying goes. This event convinces me that there is more to life

(and death) than we are lead to believe or willing to consider in some circumstances. Whatever your beliefs

or understanding toward Religion is. It does not matter which denomination you belong to or which God you

worship. It does not even matter if you are a heathen. The SAME GOD looks after as ALL.

At 3:30am on 22nd January 2002 I got a phone call that there was a serious truck accident on the Pacific

Highway at Grafton involving three trucks. One driver was fatally injured. I do freelance news for a local TV
station so I attended.

At around 3:50am there were a small group of rescue and firemen and myself discussing the incident, when

I suddenly noticed an illuminated Orb flying just south of us at low altitude. I brought this to the attention of

the others and 4 ofus watched the object until it suddenly disappeared. “There is one of your UFO’s Baz” one

of the crew jokingly said to me.

After thinking about the incident for some time, this is what I seriously consider happened at that scene.

The driver was suddenly killed. His Soul was released from his physical body in a confused state, (possibly

same with all sudden deaths) The Soul wanted to know what had happened so materialized and flew over the

comer of the Highway where the last memory of the driver would have been before the accident. Once the

Soul realised the situation, a small teardrop fell from the Orb just before the moment it quickly diminished in

size and disappeared. The Soul was now in a different dimension that some refer to as Heaven. The Soul was

now being comforted by other departed Souls “On the other side.”

Luster of Glazed Pearl.

The surface of the Orb was easily seen from the 100 metres distance from us. It was similar to the beautiful

rich luster of a glazed white Pearl. The Orb was no more than 100 feet altitude and the size of 1.5 to 2 soccer

balls.

For me, this was a very important event. We had seen something beyond explanation yet it was all starting to

fall into place for me. I had been shown (or lucky enough to have seen) enough evidence to cement my ideas

on the inter-relationship between (some) UFO’s and the presence ofAngels.

We can be sure that nobody dies alone.

There is always unseen help at hand when we need it.

There are Angels.

There is a God

There is a Heaven

And one day we will all meet again.



Apparitions of Black Dogs

And I thought it was only me that had seen

apparitions of black dogs and cats. It turns out,

Other Black Dog Study Sites.

that people around the World have been seri- At the Edge / Bob Trubshaw /

ously studying this phenomena for years. It is a bobtrubs@indigogroup.co.uk

real subject of study. One person seriously into

this subject is...

Dr Simon Sherwood

University College Northampton

Boughton Green Road

Northampton NN2 7AL
UK

http://www.indigogroup.co.uk/edge/

Canine Apparitions

Black Dogs in Devon

Disappearing Cats:

Have you ever thought you have seen a cat or animal quickly move across your line of sight, just to find that

it could not have physically been there?

This incident occurred when I was talking to two work mates about UFO’s. I had my back to a wall, which

was around 30 feet behind me, and the other two were facing this wall just in front of me. There was a 3 feet

square metal basket against this wall. Suddenly, one of the fellows leans to look around me, and says, “A black

cat just ran behind that basket”! We walked toward the basket having a clear view if the cat ran off from its

hiding place behind the basket. We looked behind and under the basket, but there was no sign of any cat at

all. We moved the basket away from the wall. No cat. The fellow that swears he saw the cat could not believe

it. “Where did that cat go to”? He was dumbfounded that it could not have been real. Obviously, it was not

there.

Another incident happened while I was working alone late at night in my job operating numerous large

machines. I was sitting down because things were running smoothly and I could take a moments rest. Right

at the far end of the room, around 45 feet away, I watched a black cat run across the floor in front of the wall.

Before it would have reached the rear door, it just vanished into thin air. It was no longer there. I walked up to

the area where I had seen it, and could see nothing resembling a cat.

Where did it go? Or was I, like my friend, imagining seeing a black cat. Does the sighting ofmysterious black

cats represent something mystical? I know it is supposed to mean bad luck, but what about the ones that disap-

pear?

Disappearing Dog:

This happened recently at the end of 2001. I drove into my driveway at night, and my headlights lit up the

driveway quite brightly. As I approached the spot where I usually stop the car, I saw a large black animal that

I considered being a dog because of its shape and proportions. My headlights beamed directly onto the dog. It

was there all right. Just before stopping, I noticed it move to my left a little, then it was gone. It too seemed

to disappear into thin air. I quickly got out of the car and ran to the passenger side of the car thinking it was

they’re somewhere. It was nowhere to be seen. It was not behind me, nor could it have run off away from me
because I would have seen it along the wall being lit up by my headlights. It was another one of these disap-

pearing animals.

NOTE: If you have seen any Australian “Black Dog or Animal Apparitions” than please Contact me.



Black UFO’s

Images and text copyright © Barry Taylor 1996-2003

Unless otherwise stated or agreed to.

Sphere

Day
Several Black spheres were video taped during a 50min. sighting over Grafton NSW Australia 26/6/1999.

The black spheres were closely grouped with other orange, blue & white Orbs. These groups are called

“Clusters.” They slowly flew North below cloud base.

Upright Cylinder

Day
About 5-6 feet high, these craft have been video taped at low altitudes. Slowly rotating on their axis.

Sphere

Night

While Skywatching, I noticed a fast moving Black Sphere approaching from my right. Its movement against

the dark night sky caught my attention. I focused my eyes on it for it was only 20-30 feet above me. As it was

directly in front of me, it flashed a ‘sky blue’ light as if the whole Sphere were illuminated. I followed it as

it continued on as a Black object.

Boomerang

Night

During a UFO ‘Flap’ in April 1997, on two separate occasions I saw a single large Boomerang shaped UFO.

The shape was made up of 100’s of small white lights yet the craft itself was Black. The object was low and

huge. A few nights later, I saw a similar object. This time, only half the left ‘wing’ was illuminated with these

dull small white lights. I considered that this object could have been a large Triangle, although I did not see

anything that confirms this.

“Gargoyles”

Night

Since 1996 when spending more time Skywatching than any time in my life, I sometimes see something that

I have no answer for. No records exist that describe this particular phenomenon. They are a Black thin narrow

yet wide Boomerang shaped object. They are seen at low altitudes and move so fast, that you have to be quick

to see them. [See further details] I know of only three other persons who have described these ‘things’. Have

you seen them?

Triangle

Black triangles have been reported from all over the World, but I have not seen one [yet]. Often with a larger

light at each comer and sometimes with a central light.

Cylinders

The large Cigar type Cylinders are referred to as ‘Mother Ships’ (a) because of their immense size, (b)

because smaller objects have been seen emerging from and entering these craft. They can be a dark Grey,

slightly illuminated or brightly illuminated objects. Reported to have been seen with large bright light at

rear.

Other Shapes

There are a wide variety of UFO shapes seen as Black objects. The Blackness of the objects is referred to

as “Non light reflecting Black” or “Pure Black”, this is a ‘special’ feature that sometimes flashes bright light

from some surfaces, while the remainder of the object stays ‘Pure Black.’



Black Lines below (or above) bright UFO’s when video taped during Daytime.

Sometimes when very brightly illuminated UFO’s are video taped, especially during daylight hours, there

is often a Black line seen below the object. This Black line is not usually part of the object itself, but an

‘in camera effect’ caused by the CCD chip in the camera. Because the object is so bright against a blue

sky, the contrast is high. If the camera is a Hi-8 and digital zoom is used, than this black line effect is

emphasized.

Above are UFO’s videoed in

Mexico. Notice the black line

below the object. When zoom-

ing a small bright object this is

emphasized.

I videoed this UFO during daytime with a Hi-8 and digital

zoom. When using optical zoom only, NO black line formed.

The bright object was changing shape either rotating or spin-

ning. It was slowly meandering below a 4,000ft cloud base.

Not all Black lines on bright UFO objects are caused solely by this in camera CCD effect. UFO’s do have

Black sections directly associated with the object, and is a ‘special feature’ that should be carefully analyzed.

It may be difficult to establish ifthe black section or line is actually part of the object, but extra time and effort

should be spent trying to determine the characteristics of this Black section. Test various zooming sections,

close and wide shots, so that comparisons can be made.

This UFO is Black underneath. The ‘False colour enhanced’

image below, shows by the colours, that the black is ‘Pure black’,

non-light reflecting hence showing the object more likely a UFO
than a bird.

Australia 1997

This image was e-mailed to me. It was a Black object flying in an

upright position at low altitude. It is a very similar object to what I

video taped June 1999 only that was a bright pinkish orange.

Orange upright

objects appear

Black when pass-

ing in front of

clouds.

Dark Grey/Black

Cigar Cylinder

with bright white

light at rear. Note

tilt of nose.

Black UFO Tigerburg South Africa 19/9/1999. The surface of the object was reflecting Sunlight as it turned

slightly on its axis. The surface although “True Black” had a luster similar to a “Tin Crystal” surface.



Gargoyles as I have called these fast flying narrow ‘Boomerang’ shaped objects are very intimidating. I don’t

mind being swooped by Magpies during their nesting season, I can see them coming and know their intentions

are just to make me aware that I am getting close to their nests where they are raising their young. BUT, when

it comes to these “Gargoyles” as I have called them, it is a different matter. I have been ‘spooked’ by them.

One night, I was looking in the direction over the rooftop of the house next door which is only the width of

two driveways away. Suddenly I noticed a dark Boomerang shaped figure (object?) EMERGE from behind the

roofline. The object was so low, that it was just above the rooftop. It would have been 10-12 feet wide when

comparing the width of the house it had flown over, yet only 12-18 inches [30-45 cm] in depth. I watched as

the object flew between two trees on the boundary fence and was quickly lost from sight in the darkened night

sky. I did notice four dull Yellow Ochre patches of colour as it passed low over the treetops. I considered these

to be illuminations actually on the object. No sounds were heard other than my Heart thumping.

The night that really freaked me out is one I will never forget. I was standing in the dark [again] Skywatching

for UFO’s facing the direction where I had seen the object described above. Suddenly, one of the “Gargoyle”

objects was quickly heading straight for me in what appeared to be a collision course. It was swooping down
at me. I could just make out the size and shape of the object, but this time I could see a row of 12 or so small

Tights’ strung along the leading edge of the object, [see graphic above]. These lights made this thing REAL.
And it was heading straight for me.

Well, knowing I had no time in which to take evasive action, I got this huge adrenaline rush. I had been

frightened beyond my control. It had been many years since that had happened. So, now I was dealing with

something that WAS real. Something fully aware ofmy presence, and now knew that I was aware of “them.”

During the period ofUFO activity between 1997 - 1999, 1 had seen many of the “Gargoyle” objects but then

never came as close to me again. It was as if they had checked me out just as I had checked them out, and we
each got on with our own business yet both remaining aware of each others presence. It was a strange ‘agree-

ment’. I would see them coming, quickly turn my head to see it quickly fly from view into the dark.

I now look for them when I am out Skywatching, but realise I will not see them again unless the UFO activ-

ity begins again. The last time I saw one was June 2002. There was a ‘mini UFO wave’ happening. They are

apparently associated with the UFO activity some how. Just how, I do not know.

Black “UFO Probes”

I must conclude by saying, that any UFO can be Black at any time during its flight if it so chooses. I have

seen many UFO “Probe” type objects between 1997 and July 2002. I have many of these on video. They

appear any time between Sunset and Sunrise. They are usually first noticed when they are very bight objects

moving across the sky at satellite speed (either very slow or very fast), yet they are definitely not satellites.

There may be a six-month break where none of these are seen, then they become an almost nightly event for

periods of 5-6 months, than will suddenly disappear for another six months or so. These objects may ‘flare

up’ very brightly then reduce in brightness and “fade to Black.” They seem to do this when directly over a

Towns population area. I have seen them only a few hundred feet altitude. I have called this particular type

of object “UFO Indicators,” because when these objects are seen, other UFO’s are seen, and the chance of

seeing daytime UFO’s in greatly increased and almost guaranteed. That is if you are able to devote the time

Skywatching for them. I will expand my findings on these particular “UFO Probes.”



Blue UFO’s

Images and text copyright © Barry Taylor 1996-2003

Unless otherwise stated or agreed to

Black UFO ‘Flashes’ Blue

Sphere

Night

While Skywatching, I noticed a fast moving Black Sphere approaching from my right. Its movement against

the dark night sky caught my attention. I focused my eyes on it for it was only 20-30 feet above me. As it

was directly in front of me, it flashed a ‘sky blue’ light as if the whole Sphere were illuminated. I followed

it as it continued on as a Black object.

ThisUFO appeared to be a Sphere of around 20-30cm (8-12 inches) diameter. I was lucky

enough to have picked up the objects movement in my now highly developed ‘Peripheral

Vision.” As my eyes followed the black object, the blue ‘flash’ occurred. I immediately

thought, “That thing just took my photo.” The ‘flash’ duration was as quick as a camera flash,

yet did not brighten the area surrounding the object or myself as if the light was projected

out beyond the object. The blue light was fully contained within the object. It was as if there

was a blue ‘flash’ of light just behind a transparent porthole of blue glass. Because I had seen

the size of the object before the ‘flash’, I knew its size. Otherwise I would have thought it

a porthole on a much larger object. The edges of the illuminated object were as sharp and

clearly defined as shown in this graphic. The ‘sky blue’ colour shown is close. The blue was

the pale blue seen on the horizon, so the correct terminology to describe the colour should

be “Horizon Blue.”

Daytime Blue UFO’s

The 26th June 1999 saw a “Major UFO Event” over Grafton City NSW Australia.

Among a variety of UFO Types witnesses during a 50-minute period were two types of

“Blue UFO” The top image was grabbed off video footage of the event. These Objects were

brightly radiating a “Spectrum Blue.” They were bright and looked very beautiful against

the clear blue sky. I had never seen anything like this before. The actual shape of the object

behind the brightness was indiscernible with the naked eye or through the camera. These

Blue UFO’s were below a 4,000ft scattered cloud base and were clearly see with the naked

eye once focused onto them. My friend also witnessed them once knowing what altitude to

observe and eyes focused. They looked like a ‘Bright Blue Star’ in the sky steadily flying

North.

A
GLUBTEP 1

This is one of several “Earth Light” type objects (Orbs) photographed on the Southern

Coastline of Victoria Australia in 1996. The objects were NOT VISIBLE to the photog-

rapher at the time of taking the photo, and were only discovered when the film was proc-

essed. The objects described above were similar looking to these, yet I do not suggest they

are the same type of object.



Hynek Classification System

A system used to categorize the various types ofUFO sightings devised by Dr. J. Allen Hynek.

Class Name
Description

NL (Nocturnal Light)

Point or extended luminous source observed at night.

DD (Daylight Disc)

Metallic or whitish object seen in the day.

RV (Radar / Visual)

Observation supplemented with radar.

CE-I (Close Encounter I)

Observation of an object in close proximity to the witness (i.e. within 500’)

CE-II (Close Encounter II)

Observation of an object in close proximity to the witness, where physical traces (impression, bum, medical

effect, etc.) are left or (electrical effect, heat) are felt

CE-III (Close Encounter III)

Close observation with animate beings associated with the object.

CE-IV (Close Encounter IV)

Abduction of the witness or other direct contact

Comment:

This system is the most widely used classification system. It is simple to understand and easily adaptable to

most reports. I see its value as simple database reference and for simple general classification.

NL, DD and RV are only useful for future percentage calculations of these various observations and graph

generation to show which is most prominent over selected periods of time.

A more comprehensive system is still needed so as to cover the requirements not allowed for in both the

Hynek and Vallee Systems.

Further explained.

NL - NOCTURNAL LIGHT:

Any anomalous light(s) seen in the night sky, whose description rules out the possibilities of aircraft lights,

Stars, meteors and the like.

DD - DAYLIGHT DISK:

Seen in the distant daytime sky. The UFOs classed in this category can be other shapes as well, like Cigars,

Orbs and Ovals. This misuse of the description is ofno value in accurate recording of events and should be

carefully studied before labeling a sighting.



RV - RADAR-VISUALS:

Where UFOs are tracked on radar and can be seen at the place illustrated at the same time. This information

has proven to be difficult to verify. Even though it would make good evidence material, the civilian research

population rarely obtains it.

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS:

(CEI) THE FIRST KIND - A UFO in close proximity (within approx. 500 feet) of the witness.

(CEII) THE SECOND KIND - A UFO that leaves markings on the ground, causes bums or paralysis to

humans, frightens animals, interferes with car engines or TV and radio reception.

(CEIII) THE THIRD KIND - A CEI or CEII which have visible occupants.

(CEIV) THE FOURTH KIND - Abduction cases.

(CEV) THE FIFTH KIND - Communication occurs between a Human and an Alien.



by

Barry Taylor.

UFO Researcher Australia.

Most descriptions ofUFO sightings are self-explanatory, but some confusion has arisen determining the dif-

ference between “Clusters”, “Group Formations”, “Triangle”, “Boomerang” and “V” formations.

This is a self-descriptive “UFO Classification Guideline”, that will assist in UFO sighting reports as fitting

an appropriate category. This is an essential requirement for accurate record keeping, report filing and verbal

description when relaying the information to others.

The suggested individual classifications that follow are derived from personal observations and study of all

those listed except the “Triangle Craft”....

SINGLE OBJECT: Visual features described.

(See “Object description” below.)

GROUP: Two (2) or more objects, with noticeable space between them, in random formation, and sometimes

change position within the group in relation to the other object/s.

GROUP FORMATION: Multiple objects with noticeable space between them, that maintain their position

within the group throughout the sighting and because of their positioning, appear to form random patterns.

TRIANGLE OBJECT:

An individual three sided solid object that may have an illumination at each comer when seen at night.

TRIANGLE FORMATION:
Three (3) individual objects spaced out to form a triangle shape and moving in the one direction.

BOOMERANG FORMATION:
Multiple objects with noticeable space between them, positioned in such a way as to form a slightly bent line

or typical ‘Boomerang’ shape, and all objects moving as one within the formation in the one direction.

BOOMERANG CRAFT:
A single solid object of boomerang shape that may have multiple illuminations forming the shape.

(Sometimes difficult to establish between single object or formation of individual objects unless outline of

craft is established.)

“V” FORMATION:
A tight “V” formation of multiple individual objects, with noticeable space between them, moving ‘as one

unit’ as if ‘locked’ into the formation. Seen with 5 or 7 golden / yellow ‘Discs’ surrounded with white ‘fuzzy’

haze in these formations. Larger “V” formations of 15+ seen, but not the same as the 5/7 formations. These

are unique formations for Discs 10’+ dia.

NOTE: Individual objects within the “Boomerang” and “V” formations are often surrounded by a white hazy

illumination. This is due to the ionisation of the air surrounding the object. This can give the false impression

that the formation is actually a single large object, and should be noted by those responsible for recording such

reports.



CLUSTERS:

Multiple single objects, with NO noticeable space between objects and grouped so closely together that they

appear like a “bunch of grapes” or “frogs eggs”, even ‘balloons’ tied together, and move together as a ‘tight

unit.’ The objects within these ‘clusters’ constantly ‘roll and tumble’ around one another.

Cluster UFO’s - Further information:

This is a unique feature of these rare ‘cluster’ UFO’s and appear to be new to the scene. This is the main

reason why we now have to establish universal “UFO Classification Guidelines,” so as to make room for new
features we see in multiple UFO object sightings.

The ‘CLUSTER’ classification as described above should be kept for that specific type of UFO description,

because it appears that a specific type ofUFO forms this cluster group.

Any multiple UFO sighting where the objects are so close together that they appear to be touching one another,

could be classified as a ‘cluster.’ And if the description does not fit the ‘cluster’ description above, than ‘close

group’ classification should be used so as not to confuse non-cluster sightings with ‘true’ cluster sightings.

The special features that the ‘CLUSTER’ as described above have shown, make this a ‘stand alone’ classifica-

tion for that type of event. The type of objects within these ‘clusters’ is a unique type of object. They are not

discs, plasma balls or structured craft as some may imagine. They are an ‘Earth light’ type energy spheres,

orange, blue, and white and sometimes with unusual “black objects” included. So this makes these ‘clusters’

unique, and an important study within themselves. These CLUSTERS have been Vidioed my Tom King and

Chris Miller in the U.S.A., Barry Taylor in Australia and an anonymous person in Korea. The Mexican footage

has been mistakenly (for description purposes only) been called clusters, but are in fact “GROUP FORMA-
TIONS” (see classification above)

There is footage from Mexico showing a line of objects side-by-side which could be classified as a “LINE

CLUSTER” (I would prefer “LINE GROUP” -B.T.). But if this line of objects was slightly bent and main-

tained that form, it would be called a “BOOMERANG FORMATION”.

There always are some sightings that will not quite seem to fit any identical description, so we will have to

improvise. But by using a “Guideline” such as we are trying to establish here, all basic multiple object sight-

ings will fit a determined criterion.

OBJECT DESCRIPTION: Most object descriptions have been established and are self-explanatory.

SPHERE: A round ball shaped solid object, either metallic or glowing as ifmetallic and having sharply defined

edges and often surrounded with a ‘fuzzy’ glowing corona effect.

OBOL: A round ball shaped illumination, of any colour that does not appear to be a solid or metallic object

but a self contained form of energy. Often very small in size and shows self-intelligence by the manner it flies

and changes speed & direction. Mostly white, blue & pink/orange.

PLASMA: A self-contained illumination not appearing solid. The illumination appears to have depth and can

sometimes change shape and ‘switch off’ to disappear. The light does not reflect or beam onto nearby surfaces

like trees and ground. Object outline is defined and fuzzy.

PARTICAL PLASMA: Colours: Silver/white, Blue, Pinkish/orange and possibly green [green not personally seen]

Also described as “Radiant” Bright illumination from solid object featuring ‘spikes’ similar to stars. When
these objects are video taped, the colour is ‘washed out’ and shown as a ‘flush’ of colour underneath the silvery

object, (‘flush’ colour depends on radiant plasma colour)

The ‘Particle Plasma’ description derives from the form of energy radiating from the surface of the object. It

is like “needles of parallel dotted lines of energy” when seen at close range.



UFO Comments

By Barry Taylor

UFO Researcher (Aust)

Applying a few thoughts.

What is a UFO?
UFO’s are more than one type of entity. They are not all Alien Space Craft containing an Alien crew. However,

some are just that. Some UFO’s seem to be a mysterious type of self contained living ‘creature’ or ‘critter’

as yet unknown to Earth Science. These are most likely to originate in Space beyond the Earth’s atmosphere.

Just how far beyond is unknown. Other UFO’s seem to be directly associated with the Alien connection, yet

are too small in size to contain a Being of the size we can comprehend as normal. These are possibly “Alien

Probes” for reconnaissance tasks. Finally, there are UFO’s that seem to be associated directly with Religion or

the ‘signs’ from Celestial Beings. In this day and age, this last type will be the most important for our genera-

tion to watch for, and assess what is now occurring.

Why is the UFO here?

Nobody really knows for sure, but it is most likely that the UFO has a very long-term relationship with

visiting Earth since its formation millions of years ago. And especially since the variety of life forms began

developing. They may have even had a direct hand in creating or nurturing some ofthese life forms, especially

we humans. In modem times since WWII, UFO frequency of activity has significantly increased.

Between 1989 - 1999, there was a worldwide increase ofUFO ‘Alien Craft’ activity as well as other types of

UFO. Since 2000, this activity has greatly reduced world wide, and ‘Wave’ activity has been recorded each

year since 1999.

Where there is ‘Flap’ activity to-day, (2002 onwards) we should take special note of the type of objects

reported and frequency of activity. With the impending war in the middle East a reality, the UFO will increase

activity. You will find the larger craft such as the Cigar Mother Ship type UFO becoming more common. This

should be of concern because it means massive Human disaster.

Is the UFO a threat to us?

Throughout the last 50+ years, world authorities have studied the UFO ‘problem’ to see if it is a direct threat.

The majority of UFO’s are not threatening at all, and it has been concluded that no further study or interven-

tion is necessary unless the UFO is imposing themselves over populated areas.

However, there is a ‘class’ ofUFO that has a real potential to be a direct threat. These are highly sophisticated

structured craft that is crewed by highly trained very competent Alien Beings. The military airforce has pur-

sued these craft after notification from sophisticated radar installations. How do I know? I have seen them.

Can we Communicate with the UFO?
Yes! But not as you would expect. We can communicate by “watching them, watching us.” Also, if you

become a dedicated Skywatcher, and you frequent the same location for some time, they will eventually come

to have a close look at you. They will do this without trying to frighten you.

They will sometimes react to torch flashes. This is a good way to let them know that you see them, and know
they may react. It is this exchange of “knowing” that is communication. Some have suggested that they can

‘feel’ when UFO activity is happening. This is true. Some say they can mentally communicate with the UFO
to make it react in some way. This is also true yet rare.



As far as sending or listening for radio wave communication, this is a waste of time and resources. SETI is

looking beyond our Galaxy for Alien life, when all they need to do is scan our skies on earth. It is like being

“unable to see the forest for the trees.” Yet they already know that.

Are UFO’s from the Future?

From the Future as in ‘Time Travelers’? No, I am not convinced they are. However, I do consider they are

able to ‘see’ the future and predict future events here on earth. The increase of UFO activity over locations

preceding natural or man made disasters has been recorded many times, and is why awareness ofUFO activity

is important.

I consider that (some) UFO can de-materialize into another dimension, enter into a different time and space

then re-materialize back into this 3D world. Yet this other dimension is not their natural realm of existence.

Their real world is the same as ours. This inter-dimensional ability is what enables them to travel vast dis-

tances throughout Space.

The ability to travel inter-dimensionally comes with the development ofUFO type technology. “Develop the

machine, and you will never be seen.”



UFO Classifications

By Barry Taylor

UFO Researcher (Aust)

This Classification system is simply divided into the main categories used to describe and report most UFO
sightings. There should be nothing new here, just the standard terminology and descriptions that should con-

tinue to be used. New comers to UFOlogy should familiarize themselves with this terminology and use these

specific terms when describing, reporting or writing about the subject. Using a standard form of terminology

will make learning and sharing of information much easier. If we all speak the same language we all know
what is being reported or described.

Disc

Any object or illumination shaped like a double convex lens.

Cylinder

Any Drum shaped solid looking UFO with long axis horizontal or vertical.

Cigar

Large cigar shaped (cylinder) of Mother ship size.

Orb

A ‘Ball’ shaped illuminated UFO not appearing solid or metallic.

Sphere

A ‘Ball’ shaped solid looking UFO either glowing or metallic.

Triangle

Three sided solid looking craft flying horizontally.

Pyramid

A 3D pyramid shaped object with flat sides and definite pointed comers.

Cone

A 3D cone shaped object with flat base & rounded cone end not pyramidal.

Plasma

Illuminated object not appearing solid, almost translucent and flexible.

Boomerang Craft

Individual solid craft typical Boomerang shape flying long edge forward.

Rectangle

A rectangle shaped object or illumination long edge horizontal. Longer than high.

Structured Craft

Structured craft need individual specific descriptions recorded in reports on the sighting, due to the variety

seen. A true vehicle with features.

Undetermined Shape

Shape undetermined due to brightness of illuminated object, distance from observer or other uncertainties

about shape.



Manta Craft

Solid craft shaped like the Manta Ray.

Bird Shaped

Any UFO shaped like a bird not more accurately described above.

Diamond

Looking like two inverted cones or pyramids joined at the base.

Humanoid

A UFO flying yet appears to have Human form likes arms, head & legs.

Shape Shifter

Any UFO in clear view that appears to alter shape beyond a 3D form.

Morpher

When a single object splits into other similar objects of similar shape.

Domed Disc

Basic Disc shaped solid craft with features like portholes and surface mechanical apparatus etc. Has tiered

Dome or secondary level.

UFO
Any object or illumination not readily identifiable as natural ofman made.

Multiple Object Descriptions

Single Object

Single object only. Not associated with other objects in the sighting event.

Double UFO
Two individual UFO appearing to be joined and moving as one object.

Dumb Bell

Two ‘Spheres’ or ‘Orbs’ joined by something obviously solid.

Triangle Formation

Three single objects not physically joined yet flying as one formation in a triangle shape. Either one leading,

two trailing or visa versa.

Group Formation

Multiple objects spaced out forming random patterns. Some changing position yet maintaining similar

speed and direction.

Group

Closer group of objects often changing position and flying as a group.

Cluster

Multiple objects with no obvious space between them & rolling around one another within the cluster

and moving as one.



Line Cluster Orbs

A line of similar Orbs as seen in the Clusters. Almost touching one another and showing similar rolling

movement.

‘V’ Formation

UFO objects lined up to form a typical ‘V’ formation. 5-7 objects.

Vee Formation

Usually more objects (15-20) in more random less strict Formation.

Boomerang Formation

Multiple objects staggered positioning to form a slightly bent Boomerang shaped formation. These ‘V’ &
Boomerang are well-organised formations.

Other Configuration

Describe any other multi object group or formation not specified here, yet use the listed above as a

comparison, attempting conform of description.

Illumination Descriptions

Dull Fuzzy

Just visible even when close. Usually a ‘fuzzy’ white of yellow dull illumination either the UFO itself, or

the surrounding air of the craft.

White

Paper white either dull or bright reflective yet not as if reflecting mirror or chrome. Usually daytime

observations this colour.

Silver White

Like chrome or mirror reflection or bright ‘Star’ type illumination.

Golden

Pure gold colouring like molten gold metal. Mainly close sighting.

Yellow-orange

Like the traffic light orange.

Red-orange

More toward rust red.

Pink-orange

A light pinkish orange.

Pure red

Bright true red like car taillight.

Metallic

Like the metals Pewter, aluminum, carbon steel, or any solid metal type.

Pearl

Surface luster of glazed white Pearl.



Plasma

Surface illumination seemingly contained within the objects’ perimeter.

Particle Plasma

External radiating bright illumination likes ‘spikes’ of energy. Parallel dotted lines of particles surrounding

object.

Pulsing

Slow to medium paced fading on and off of illumination of object.

Strobing

Faster flashing of illumination. Usually much brighter. Can remain off longer between strobes. Even strobes

2-3 times for a full crossing of sky.

Flash

Very bright single flash of silver white light. May flash 2-3 times or once only when in visible sky range.

Flaring

Object slowly brightens up into a very bright ‘Flare’ then diminishes.

Fairy Lights

Many small illuminations grouped closely together. May or may not form the shape of an object. May
quickly randomly flash on and off or stay on.

Flight Descriptions

Satellite Speed

Similar to satellite speed, yet appears much brighter and at lower altitude than a satellite.

Fast Satellite

Brighter and lower than satellite yet much too fast to be satellite.

Slow Satellite

At distance, yet appears lower than satellite and very slow moving.

Low Altitude

Below cloud base, usually less than 4,000 feet altitude.

Medium Altitude

An altitude between the top of cloud and altitude of high aircraft (35,000ft)

High Altitude

Above 35,000ft to the edge of the atmosphere.

Satellite Height

Appears the height of satellites. 100+ miles.

Steady Flight

Smooth constant speed.

Erratic Flight

Stops, starts and hesitations. Changes in speed and direction.



Swimming

Constant variation in speed. Speeds up to then slow down. This is repeated during most or the entire

sighting.

Tree Top

Flying just above tree top height.

Ascending

Noticeably increasing altitude.

Descending

Noticeably decreasing altitude.

Hovering

Remaining stationary at a constant altitude for a period of time.

Warp Speed

Visible, then seen to speed off in the ‘twinkling of an eye.’

Fade out

Physical object fades to almost invisible, returns to normal before speeding off. Or, may fade out not to

be seen again.

Wobble

Object wobbles on its axis when rotating or spinning, stationary or moving.

Falling Leaf

A gentle side-to-side drifting motion when descending slowly.

Right Angle Turn

Sudden 90° turns while in motion along flight path.

Flight Path Description

Window
Area above a chosen location where the UFO can safely enter and leave the earth’s atmosphere and gravity

field. May congregate in these areas before moving to other locations. Large Cigar craft may be seen here.

Corridor

A wide flight path often used when flying from one location to another at low to high altitudes. May be 100’s

of klm wide. During ‘waves’ and ‘flaps’, the UFO flies any direction within these corridors.

Flight path

A more definite path frequently used by UFO’s when active. Numerous sightings of UFO on such flight

paths confirm this. Usually north to south or visa versa. Other paths intersecting these are also normal and are

concentrated in some locations around the world.

UFO Hot Spots

Flight paths that cross or intersect within corridors result in concentrated UFO activity. These areas are called

‘UFO Hot Spots.’ Locations where ‘Windows’ are found, are often ‘Hot Spots’ also.



Other Important Descriptions

Flap

A concentration ofUFO activity in one location for an extended period of time. Usually 1 to 3 days and nights.

Rarely longer than this. During a ‘Flap’, UFO sightings can occur every 20-30 minutes.

Wave
After a ‘Flap’, there may be several months of spasmodic UFO activity; even years of ‘Wave’ activity may
follow. A ‘wave’ can occur at any time without following a ‘Flap’. A UFO ‘Wave’ may only last a few days.

It varies. UFO sightings during a ‘Wave’ may occur each or alternate days or once or twice a week over the

‘Wave’ situation. Daytime sighting of UFO’s is more likely during ‘Flaps’ and ‘Waves.’

Ionization

This term is often used to describe the glowing air surrounding a UFO. It appears that the energy contained

within the UFO is so powerful, that it effects the air surrounding the object causing it to glow. It is presumed

that this energy is used for propulsion and the surrounding glow is a ‘bi-product’ of the propulsion energy.

UFO’s observed at altitudes beyond the Earth’s atmosphere, do not display this Ionization effect, (no air) From

my personal observation of200+ UFO’s in one large group, this effect may have a multiplying effect the more

objects in the group. Hence creating a much larger glow than would be expected from such a group.

Electro-magnetic Propulsion

Because no visible or usually audible means of propulsion are associated with the UFO, it is presumed that

an Electro-magnetic or similar Anti-gravity type of propulsion is used. The UFO has interfered with and dis-

rupted electrical apparatus when is close proximity. And at other times does not. What type of propulsion the

UFO uses does remain a mystery, no matter what theories you hear.

Comment on the Hynek Classification System.

The Hynek Classification System is obviously compiled from information gained from grouping numerous

Sighting Report Form contents into their various sighting categories. I see this CE style of classification most

beneficial when database information is compiled. Percentages ofvarious CE type experiences can quickly be

determined by logging into the database using this style of classification.

The use of descriptions such as DD for Daylight Disc, and NL for Nocturnal Light, are really only the most

basic descriptions of the observation possible. They do not give detail of the features of the object themselves.

This obviously should be reported within the detailed individual report which is often not made available to

the interested researcher that may want to study the observation in more detail. A comparison between various

sightings becomes next to impossible when one compares similar reports if the object or experience descrip-

tion only states DD or NL as the description.

Take the NL classification as an example.

Here NL would coverANY unexplained illumination seen at night. This group could include, and hide within

this simple classification system, some very important information if not investigated and logged properly.

These would include nighttime discs, ‘satellites’ and UFO ‘probe’ type objects, aircraft landing lights stars and

planets and especially hoax devices.

Illuminations seen at night are usually the most difficult to identify between known and unknown sources,

unless their behaviour or illumination features are carefully analyzed and behave as an unknown Natural or

Man made object as identified by the observer or investigator. Hence classified as UFO. Not necessarily Alien,

just Unidentified. A detailed reporting technique by the investigator, and method of logging these details is

essential if any knowledge is to be gained from such reports.



If in the reporting and logging of report forms, the only classification used or allowed for, was to log the

night time illumination only as NL, than much valuable information would be lost. Future study of these

reports by keen Researchers seeking detailed information of past events may not gain any useful information

at all. Making these pasts reports a waste of time as a study base and only useful as a database for numbers

comparisons. E.g., 15% DD compared to 76% NL sighting reports.

As an expansion of the Hynek Classification, details of the nature of the NL illumination should be expanded

to include the features of the illumination. The type of light E.g., Silver white, Star like, blue white, had

‘spikes’ like Star, plasma, radiant etc. It is these features that should be used to classify the type of illumination

seen at night so that detailed comparisons can be made by researchers. These details also assist identification

when comparing natural or man made illuminations. E.g. If there was a flood of reports to researchers or UFO
Reporting Centers of strange lights in the sky how would you record these? Would you state on your reporting

form NL. Or would you seek further description on the nature of the light and record all of these details. Not

only are movements of such illuminations important, the nature ofthe illumination is even more important for

study purposes.

And ifyou only have NL to work with, no knowledge will be gained about the object causing the illumination

now or in the future. It is important to allow the observer to describe in their own words what they have seen,

and include this in the report. But this is not the whole report. The researcher/investigator MUST ask specific

questions of the witness about the nature of the light, so that details not supplied [or thought of] by the witness

are recorded.

Based on my personal observations of UFO’s during daylight and at night, the nature of the illumination from

them varies greatly, and if described in detail as best I can, than we could well gain some important scientific

knowledge in this field.

Not all-bright white illuminations seen during daylight are discs [DD], Some ‘radiate’ a ‘silver white’ light,

while others are just illuminated a pure white and could not be called a ‘radiant’ type illumination due the

nature of the illumination as observed.

Example:

A bright shiny ‘Silver white’ illuminated Sphere surrounded by a fuzzy white Corona was observed from 100

feet away at the low altitude of 60 feet for 12 seconds during daylight. [Can you picture that in your mind?]

The difficulty here is, finding the most accurate words available to describe a visual observation to others so

as to convey the image from my mind into yours, so that you can imagine with great accuracy exactly what

I have observed.

An inexperienced observer/witness may report

‘I saw a round white object to-day.’

Do you have the same image as above in you mind? I doubt it.

So as to gain the ‘extra’ information from the witness, think of the questions you would have to ask in order

to write the description as I have above.

This is why it is essential to have knowledge, and use this knowledge when compiling accurate reports.

The question is... Do you want to fill a database full of reports?

Or do you want to find answers about the objects themselves?

Do you then log this report as a DD, DS [Daylight Sphere] or CE-1?



Detailed descriptions on each individual type ofUFO observed and reported is complex due to the vast variety

seen. This is a major task for anyone, especially if accuracy is to be maintained. The “New UFO Classifica-

tion Guideline” that I originally posted was specifically aimed at Multi object type sightings. This is basic

information that I accurately described. The nature of the illumination displayed by the objects within these

multi object classifications is more complex. But will later be described.

It appears that certain types ofUFO objects often form and travel in specific flight configurations and group

characteristics. The study of this information may lead us toward some answers not yet revealed. We can only

hope to do this by accurate reporting and logging of details using a ‘Standard, Universal and widely accepted

Classification System that would be open to updating when new knowledge is gained relating to it.’

As for detailed descriptions of the individual illumination seen produced by objects, we have to find the most

accurate and simple descriptions possible. Establish the difference between ‘Plasma’, ‘Radiant’, ‘Silver white’

and ‘metallic white’, etc, etc as basic descriptions used by all concerned. Maintain some order for future stud-

ies.

Example:

Our Police service here some years ago, when reporting radio descriptions ofnames using the phonetic system

of spelling, were using things like ‘Apple’, Auntie etc forA [Alpha], The same for other letters of the alphabet.

It was total confusion for those at Radio Base trying to understand what was being relayed. The time came

when strict orders were enforced where all phonetic use was to be ‘by the letter’.

ie, A= Alpha, B= Bravo, C= Charlie, D= Delta and so on. Order had been restored.

Everyone understood what was being said.

The CB Radio operators took this system up immediately. Communication was simplified.

The same order can be restored in the UFO community once a Universal, accurate and ‘Fully Descriptive

Code’ is used for Object and Formation description.

Do you know the difference between ‘Group’, ‘Group Formation’ and ‘Cluster’?

You should, because they are totally different but have been in the past [and still are] mistakenly recorded and

described. [No order adds to confusion],

I do not propose a ‘NEW’ Classification System as such, just a more accurate one that would be more useful

for study purposes and relaying information among ourselves and the new comers to the subject.

Barry Taylor.

2003



Vallee’s Classification System

There are two systems suggested by Vallee.

The first is his original and deals more with the object.

The second an update and simplified version includes effects on Humans.

Vallee’s Original Classification System

Type -
1 (a,b,c,d)

Observation of an unusual object, spherical discoidal, or more complex in form, on or close to the ground

(no higher than tree height), which may be associated with traces - physical effects of a thermal, luminous,

or mechanical order,

a - On or near ground

b - Near or over body of water

c - Occupants displaying interest in witnesses by gestures or luminous signals

d - Scouting a terrestrial vehicle

Type - II (a,b,c)

Observation of an unusual object with vertical cylindrical formation in the sky, associated with a diffuse

cloud. This phenomenon has been given various names such as cloud-cigar or cloud-sphere,

a - Moving erratically through the sky

b - Object is stationary and gives rise to secondary objects

c - Object surrounded by secondary objects

Type - III (a,b,c,d,e)

Observations of an unusual object of spherical, discoidal or elliptical shape stationary in the sky.

a - Hovering between two periods of motion with “dead-leaf’ descent, up and down, or pendulum motion

b - Interruption of continuous flight to hover and then continue motion

c - Alters appearance while hovering - i.e. change of luminosity, generation of secondary object, etc.

d - “Dog-fights” or swarming among several objects.

e - Trajectory altered during continuous flight to fly slowly above a certain area, circle, or suddenly change

course

Type IV (a,b,c,d)

Observation of an unusual object in continuous flight,

a - Continuous flight

b - Trajectory affected by nearby conventional aircraft

c - Formation flight

d - Wave or zig-zag trajectory

Type V (a,b,c)

Observation of an unusual object of less definite appearance, appearing not fully material or solid in

structure

a - Extended apparent diameter, non-point source luminous objects

b - Star like objects, motionless for extended periods

c - Star like objects rapidly crossing the sky, possible with peculiar trajectories



Current Vallee Classification System

Class Name 1

Sighting

2

Physical Effect

3

Beings

4

Reality

Transformation

5

Injury or

Death

AN
Anomaly

Amorphous

lights, mystery

explosions

Poltergeist,

materialized

objects, areas of

flattened grass

(i.e. crop circles)

Anomalies with

entities (ghosts,

yetis,

cryptozoo logical

beings, elves,

spirits)

Near Death

Experience (NDE),

religious visions

and miracles, Out

Of Body

Experience (OOBE)

Anomalous

injuries or

death,

including

spontaneous

combustion

and

unexplained

wounds

FB

Flyby

Continuous

trajectory

With physical

evidence

Beings

observed

Witness sense of

reality change (such

as landscape

alteration,

telepathy, etc)

Result of fly-

by is injury or

death

MA
Maneuvers

Discontinuous

trajectory

With physical

evidence

Beings

observed

Witness sense of

reality change (such

as landscape

alteration,

telepathy, etc)

Result of

maneuver is

injury or death

CE

Close

Encounter

Close approach

(within 500')

With physical

evidence

Beings

observed

Abduction Injury or

death

Take a close look at the layout of the above system. It is getting close to being a practical and useful system.

What specifically is making it more practical and user friendly? Have you picked it yet? This is the direction

the development of the Vallee System is heading.



Current Vallee Classification System

Comments By Barry Taylor

Vallee’s current system is aimed more at the effects UFO’s may have on Humans,

And less emphasis on the Craft or Object descriptions.

Here it is again with some minor alterations.

Class

Name

1

Sighting

2

Physical Effect

3

Beings

4

Reality

Transformation

5

Injury or Death

AN Amorphous lights, Y Poltergeist, N Anomalies with Near Death Anomalous injuries

Anomaly materialized entities (ghosts, Experience (NDE), or death, including

mysten
-

explosions N objects, N yetis, religious visions and spontaneous

cryptozoo logical miracles, Out Of combustion and

areas of beings, elves, Body Experience unexplained

Y flattened grass N spirits) (OOBE) wounds

Multiple object (i.e. crop circles)

FB Continuous Y With physical N Beings observed Witness sense of Result of fly-by is

Flyby trajectory evidence reality change (such injury or death

as landscape

N alteration,

N telepathy, etc)

Erratic movement Physical

evidence

Altitude
Hi

collected

MA Discontinuous N With physical N Beings observed Witness sense of Result of

Maueuves trajectory evidence reality change (such maneuver is injury

fc
- as landscape or death

Erratic turns
Y

Physical alteration,

evidence telepathy, etc)

Hovering collected

N Y
See report

CE Close approach Y With physical N Beings observed Abduction Injury or death

Close evidence

Encounter (within 500'}

Physical

Below tree top N evidence N

collected

Overhead Y Y

The whole document could be expanded where more detailed choices of description could be added.

Check Boxes for reply to questions would make this “User friendly” Form more adaptable for UFO detail

recording. The FULL SYSTEM would then become useful for every day use if adapted properly. More detail

could be recorded becoming more useful for future database entry of facts from the sighting witness report.

Once the more comprehensive list of questions are laid out like this, the chance of forgetting to ask questions

or acquire important detail is less likely, making the recording of information more efficient.



Comments on Vallee’s Classification System.

by

Barry Taylor

Vallee’s Original Classification System

Type -
1 (a,b,c,d)

Observation of an unusual object, spherical discoidal, or more complex in form, on or close to the ground

(no higher than tree height), which may be associated with traces - physical effects of a thermal, luminous,

or mechanical order,

a - On or near ground

b - Near or over body of water

c - Occupants displaying interest in witnesses by gestures or luminous signals

d - Scouting a terrestrial vehicle

Because we are dealing with Unidentified Flying Objects here, the observation ofan ‘unusual object’should

be replaced with ‘Observation ofan Unidentified Flying Objects [UFO]. ‘Unusual’ does notfit within the

nature ofUFO Classification terminology when describing the objects them selves. By their nature, ALL
UFO’s are ‘unusual’yet should be referred to as UFO ifunidentifiable by the observer and when setting

guidelines to befollowed bypersons studying the subject.

The inclusion here ofthe description “spherical discoidal” is a ‘limitingfactor ’for the TYPE -I classifica-

tion, and should be removed. So should “..or more complex inform.. ” These descriptions would be best left

where a comprehensive listing ofUFO shape types are listed and allowedfor. Shape andphysicalfeatures

ofthe UFO, especially ifobserved in this Type-I category, should reveal important surfacefeatures ofthe

object, and best covered within it’s own specific ‘Type’ category.

“ on or close to the ground (no higher than tree height), ” could be replaced with “Below tree top height.
”

Ifany UFO has actually landed upon the ground, than a specific ‘Type’ classification should be listedfor

such an important event. A landing is rare, and should be recorded as a separate classification, not included

with the criteria listed in this Type-1 classification. There is a huge difference when a UFO is either “On

or near the ground”

The specifics ofeach reported UFO sighting must be meticulously recorded. This is where present day and

future researchers ’gain their knowledge. Ifat any time in thefuture, the recorded details ofreports based

on the Old Vallee classification system [or the new onefor that matter] were to be installed into a Database,

than there would be immediate problems. Why? Because not enough specific essential detail is recorded.

Ifreports were solely based on either the Vallee [or Hynekj classification systems alone without an attached

detailed witness description and case Investigators response and expansion on witness details, the resulting

report could well suffer badly due to lack ofessential evidence gathering.

Ifa UFO were classified as Type-1, than this would be a major event and afull comprehensive report

essential.



b - Near or over a body of water

A more accurate definition is required. A UFO can be ‘near ’water yet having no direct relationship to

the water.

Yet ifit is ‘over ’water, than there could well be a direct and very important relationship with the water.

The UFO could be drawing up water into itself. Or may be ready to submerge down into the water, orjust

risen out ofthe water. Thepositioning ofthe UFO in relation to the water is paramount in report analysis

and accurate recording ofevents. There may be past orfuture events in the same area where the UFO
is repeating certain actions. All this combined could lead investigators into getting answers. Plus, makes

Database entry offacts more accuratefor later graph display of ‘Type ’events.

c - Occupants displaying interest in witnesses by gestures or luminous signals

IfUFO occupants were observed, no matter what altitude the object was, this would be a monumental

sighting event. What a shame to loose the importance ofsuch an event by recording it solely as a “Type-1c
”

event.

Following is afictitious yetfeasible sighting description. Read it then adapt the “Original Vallee Classifica-

tion ” to it and see whatyou get.

“I observed an objectfirstly below tree top level along the banks ofa river as it seemed tofollow my car. Just

before the object gained altitude, I could see Human lookingfigures waving their arms at me. Suddenly the

object brightened up andflew offin an erratic manner atfirst before it stopped and hoveredfor a short while.

The object seemed to almostfadefrom view and become enveloped in a white cloud when I noticed several

smaller objects emergefrom the main object. The cylindrical, elliptical shaped object then slowlyfell in a

falling leafmotionfor a short distance, stopped, flew offquickly South the did a right angle turn to the East.

The larger object then zig-zagged between the smaller objects it had ejected. The smaller objects than circled

the larger object in all directions. After a while they were almost lostfrom sight as theyflew together in a

straight line East. They then remained stationery at some distance and appeared like bright Stars.
’’

This sighting is a Type-la, b,c,d. + Type-IIa,b,c. + Type-IIIa,b,c,d,e. + Type-IVc,d,c. + Type-Va,b,c.

What didyou get?

A UFO Classification System [comprehensive version] should give detailed and accurate descriptions of..

Craft and object visual appearance descriptions.

Object illumination types, colours and effects.

Distance from observer and how to calculate angle above Horizon.

Object flight characteristics and unusual maneuvers.

Physical effects on Humans and animals.

Physical effects on the environment.

Objects or substances discharge from object.

Audible sounds or smells associated with object.

Mental response between Human and object.



Type - II (a,b,c)

Observation of an unusual object with vertical cylindrical formation in the sky, associated with a diffuse

cloud. This phenomenon has been given various names such as cloud-cigar or cloud-sphere,

a - Moving erratically through the sky

b - Object is stationary and gives rise to secondary objects

c - Object surrounded by secondary objects

This Type-II classification uses a specific single type ofUFO objectfor the total classification Type and

considerably narrows thefield to which objects this Type-II classification will apply to.

“vertical cylindricalformation in the sky, associated with a diffuse cloud ... given various names such as

cloud-cigar or cloud-sphere.
”

Example ofthe use ofconfusing incorrect terminology. A vertical cylindricalformation appears to be

describing a single vertical object cylindrical in shape. A single object is not aformation. Only a number

ofindividual objects canform aformation.

associated with a diffuse cloud this being a rare combination ofdetail to base a whole Type system on.

... given various names such as cloud-cigar or cloud-sphere. ” The term “Cigar” MUST be set asidefor

the large Cylinder [Mother Ship] UFO’s. These are a specific type ofUFO object, and must have their own

object Type classification. When I say “UFO Cylinder or Cigar” the image that comes to mind must be the

large Mother ship Cigar shaped Cylinder. These usuallyfly almost horizontal and slightly tilted up at the

front. Seen swaying side-to-side in flight, sometimes at low altitudes below cloud base.

Ifan object were to be described as as cloud-cigar or cloud-sphere, I would thinkyou had seen a long

cloud shaped like a cigar or a round ball shaped cloud, not reporting a UFO. I would have to ask more

specific questions on this one.

Are you beginning to see the importance ofcorrect terminology?

ThereARE what I would call “Upright Cylinders ” but are nothing like the Cigar Cylinder.

(See images.)

a - Moving erratically through the sky

b - Object is stationary and gives rise to secondary objects

c - Object surrounded by secondary objects

These choices are really meaningless when associated with such a specific object description as in this

Type-II classification. Any and all visual observation detail would best be included in a comprehensive

witness report submitted by the witness and assisted by the UFO Investigator.



Type - III (a,b,c,d,e)

Observations of an unusual object of spherical, discoidal or elliptical shape stationary in the sky.

a - Hovering between two periods of motion with “dead-leaf’ descent, up and down, or pendulum motion

b - Interruption of continuous flight to hover and then continue motion

c - Alters appearance while hovering - i.e. change of luminosity, generation of secondary object, etc.

d - “Dog-fights” or swarming among several objects.

e - Trajectory altered during continuous flight to fly slowly above a certain area, circle, or suddenly change

course

spherical, discoidal or elliptical shape stationary in the sky. This Type-Ill object description is too vague. It

requires a Type-III object to be either spherical [Sphere], Disc shape or elliptical [possible Disc shape]

.

.

.stationary in the sky. In other words, Type III isfor recording stationary Spheres or Discs right/? wrong!

a - Hovering between two periods of motion with “dead-leaf’ descent, up and down, or pendulum motion

Record object motion. Should be “falling leaf” motion. Then any other vertical or horizontal motion.

b - Interruption of continuous flight to hover and then continue motion

Means record any stop - start events duringflight.

c - Alters appearance while hovering - i.e. change of luminosity, generation of secondary object, etc.

Record shape changes while motionless. Any shape changes while hovering could befrom object rotation.

Thisfact has no placefor recording here, but should be recorded [asked] during investigator interview

or witness interview.

Ifany ofthe above sub-headings apply to a specific sighting separate details must be recorded especially if

the sighting is spectacular or has unique properties not allowedfor within this type ofclassification.

d - “Dog-fights” or swarming among several objects.

Type-III is supposed to classify stationary in the sky objects. The ‘d’ description would suggest erratic

movement and is inappropriate under this Type-III classification. It only confuses the situationfor those

applying this system.

e - Trajectory altered during continuous flight to fly slowly above a certain area, circle, or suddenly change

course

This basically states, “Object altersflightpath ”.



Type IV (a,b,c,d)

Observation of an unusual object in continuous flight,

a - Continuous flight

b - Trajectory affected by nearby conventional aircraft

c - Formation flight

d - Wave or zig-zag trajectory

This Type-IV classification wouldfit a very high percentage ofUFO sightings. The continuousflight path

that most UFO sfollow is mainly due to the UFOflyingfrom one location to another. The SPEED offlight

andALTITUDE are the main characteristics other than the visual descriptions ofthe SHAPE and TYPE

ofILLUMINATION displayed by the object. However, these importantfeatures are not allowedfor within

this classification Type.

Again, Formation flight is erroneously used when associated with a single object. Only multiple objects

fly in Formation.

This Type-IV classification is attempting to classify types offlightpath characteristics. There are varied

and many types offlight descriptions. Theflight characteristics should be recorded when interviewing the

witness. This should be an essential question. I have seen UFO s moving in a “Breast stroke swimming

action ” duringflight. It is these important details that assist in verification that an unknown object could

infact be genuine UFO, not man made.

Type - V (a,b,c)

Observation of an unusual object of less definite appearance, appearing not fully material or solid in structure

a - Extended apparent diameter, non-point source luminous objects

b - Star like objects, motionless for extended periods

c - Star like objects rapidly crossing the sky, possible with peculiar trajectories

. . .of less definite appearance, appearing not fully material or solid in structure

Type -V, is referring to the semi-transparent state UFO’s are sometimes observed as being in. Sometimes

referred to as “Plasma UFO”

a - Extended apparent diameter, non-point source luminous objects

Your guess is as good as mine as to what this means.

b - Star like objects, motionless for extended periods

c - Star like objects rapidly crossing the sky, possible with peculiar trajectories

Star like illuminations are usually very bright illuminations when associated with UFO s. However, some

are seen as small “Star like ” objects when the UFO is at great altitudes and on the edge ofthe Earth s
’

atmosphere.

The bright “Star like ” illuminations can be either the whole UFO object glowing to produce this bright

illumination, or bright lights attached to a larger craft. The differences are impossible tojudge unless other

features ofthe object are seen to verify the size ofthe object. Some UFO “Probes ” display this bright “Silver

White ” bright “Star like ” illumination where the whole object is glowing.



The Cluster UFO

This is an enlargement of the

cluster ofOrbs video taped on

26th June 1999 over Grafton

N.S.W. Aust. They appeared

‘alive’ and showed intelli-

gence by their movement. No
means of propulsion was dis-

played yet their flight was

silent and smooth.

o
"CLUBTERT

Graphic showing more the

true visual colours of the

Orbs as seen with the

naked eye. Mostly orange

with a pale blue and large

white Orb that was more

actively moving around

the group, and appeared to

be in charge of the group.

ENLARGED IMAGE
“CLUSTER" UFO'Fi

Another frame off the

video showing how the

white Orb sometimes

departed then returned to

the cluster of Orbs. There

were black ones also.

Other UFO Skywatches in the USA had video taped these unique ‘cluster’ UFO’s before I had. Tom King and

Chris Miller among other dedicated Skywatches belonged to a group called SKYNET and had invited me to

participate in our common ventures of attempting to video real UFO activity. We have all had great success

over the past few years, and have gladly exchanged footage so as to study what each of us is seeing in our

parts of the World.

Chris Miller had video taped some great ‘cluster’ footage showing one Orb departing a ‘cluster’ of Orbs than

returning to rejoin the ‘cluster’. This is a unique piece of footage.

Tom King had ‘cluster’ footage though were at higher altitudes and less clearly defined.

“The OWL” as he likes to be referred as, Tom Saboren, is another of our Skynet group. Now this young man
has videoed some of the most fascinating UFO footage I have seen. His casual attitude toward the subject and

the footage that he gets is refreshing. Yet when he is keen, there is no one keener, (well - maybe except for me,

but that’s how this interest gets you especially when you are getting footage)

The Black Objects within the Clusters:

I was surprised to see there were also black objects in these ‘clusters’ as they were flying by. The black objects

were ‘jet black’ and showed no texture or any noticeable features from the 3,500 ft. altitude. These black

objects were sitting up as if attached to the orange Orbs. It almost looked as if they were being carried or

nurtured by the other objects in the ‘cluster’. I get the impression that these black objects were very important

to the others. They were ‘special’ in some way. They may have been the unborn still in a cocoon, or the dead

in containers. Even something similar to a “Queen Bee” that is protected by the “workers” when they are on

the move or migrating. What ever the event was about, it was a major one.



Correct Terminology:

The terminology of the word “CLUSTER” should be kept for this particular type of grouping of this type of

object. This type of grouping of Orbs is unique. It has been demonstrated on enough separate occasions in

different parts of the world with video evidence, that this unique event should have its own type name, and

that is “CLUSTER” UFO’s.

Dictionary meaning of cluster is, “group, bunch, gather” and this is what these Orbs do when they are seen to

be on the move. Sure, the same objects may be seen as single objects or a smaller group. But the uniqueness

of the ‘cluster’ group, is that they are so close together there is little to no noticeable space between them, the

amount of objects in the group and the unique manner in which the Orbs constantly move and roll around one

another within the ‘cluster’. This movement is as ifthey are caressing one another. Keeping each other closely

grouped together and giving each other assurance of safety. The larger white Orb at the top of the ‘cluster’

was keeping the Orbs in order (close together) and appeared to be constantly communicating with the others

within the cluster.

These comments ofmine are probably not what was actually occurring, however I share these thoughts so that

you too may try to get an insight as to what these objects are, and what they were doing. One thing I am posi-

tive of, these Orbs were ‘alive’ and intelligent, and not a craft containing Aliens. They were a living life form

unknown to us, and had no problems flying without visible means, (defied gravity without noticeable force)

There were over 100 individual objects (UFO) in this 50-minute daytime event. All heading North.



Gargoyles

As I said previously, I referred to these mysterious fast flying black boomerang ‘things’ as “Gargoyles”

because I saw them as ‘sneaky’ evasive and verging on threatening. After the one that had small lights spaced

along its front leading edge, and dived straight for me resulting in me having a severe adrenaline rush, I was

fully convinced that what ever they were, they were real.

Since authoring this web page, I decided to do a Google search on ‘Gargoyle” to see what I could learn. Fol-

lowing are a few extracts from various web pages containing a small amount of information. Most web sites

were selling art pieces in the shape of Gargoyles. However some sites contained photos of Gargoyles on old

buildings. This was a real hobby for some, and I can understand why. The origins and history of Gargoyles

would be interesting. The question I have to ask, “were they real to the medieval people?” I think they may
have been. The Ancient Greeks also spoke of Gargoyles.

Consider this!

Because people of ancient times spent more time outside than we do to-day, I would expect them to be much
more aware and alert to any movement or unusual occurrences that may happen around them. No City lights

to brighten the night skies would make the sky very dark and full of stars. The ancients were very aware ofthe

Planet movements and progression of the seasons as has been demonstrated through Stone Circles and legends

ofthe times. The ‘Astronomers’ of the day would probably have spent many hours a week observing the skies

with the naked eye plotting the movement of the Stars. It may have been these people that first observed these

same fast moving dark objects and studied them as best they could. They would describe them as mystical

‘Beings’ for they knew nothing of flying machines as we do to day.

Are these same ‘Gargoyles’ flying the night skies to day, as in ancient times? I think it quite feasible. I know
of only three other persons that describe having seen these same objects. Until more witness start describing

them, they remain a UFO Type that stands along and hidden from the typical ‘accepted’ UFO described phe-

nomena. I speak of them here only because of my certainty that they are real. I have seen them! ( There is a

similar phenomena of the same boomerang shape made of dull white light that I call “Rods of light”)

I have noticed that they only appear when other types of UFO observed confirm UFO activity. During

1 997-98, these “Gargoyles” were most prevalent, as was otherUFO activity. When the UFO activity decreased

during 1999 - to day, the only time the “Gargoyles” are seen is during “Waves” ofUFO during each year and

for a few months only. I have made it my job to record this UFO activity on video. I use video as a ‘Research

Tool’ to record the activity showing Time and Date of each event. This way, I can keep practical records with

visual evidence.

Assuming what I say so far is correct (for discussion sake) than what would this mean, and how does it effect

us? Lest us just toss around a few ideas.

The “Gargoyles” could be a “Watch Dog” for the UFO. Keeping a lookout for any danger that may effect the

UFO.

“Gargoyles” could be the ‘Guardian’ for the UFO
Or protecting us from the UFO.

What do you think?



Some information about the Gargoyle.

Mentor - level 4

Earthen Clay: molding the earth through the ‘goyle’s will, shaping it as he sees fit, provided the area is no

greater than his Station x lm/2.

Wall of Granite: Create a wall of rock or earth around, or over the entrance to, the adytum. Drawn from

the ground underfoot.

Fear: creating a bubble-like sphere around the Adytum, or ‘goyle that strikes any invader with a terror

for whatever it is it fears most. Compounding nightmares in their mind. May be used in conjunction with

Gaze of Paralysis.

Oracle - level 5

Gaze of Paralysis: a moment’s stare and a subject’s body stiffens like stone. Mentally aware, capable of

breathing and talking, but unable to feel anything.

(Sounds a little like Alien Abduction symptoms as reported by experiencees (ed.)

Onus Armorum

Fledgling - level 1

Spider Fingers: using this gift allows a Gargoyle the ability to climb walls, or stick to ceilings, much like

a spider.

Is this a photo of a real Gargoyle?

Fambent Flame: The Gargoyle can create a silvery light, igniting it around his body,

lasting until he wills it away, and illuminating a radius of 3 meters.

If they could do this, than they would look like UFO’s (ed)

Sticky Fingers: an uncanny knack of snatching things out from under someone’s nose

without them noticing.

Have you ever put something down, only to have it disappear? (ed)

Control Shadow: So long as there is light, and shadows, a Gargoyle can change their shape, make them

move, even mimic, though he can never give them substance.

Sounds just like the objects I have called Gargoyles!

Also, have you ever ‘thought’ you have seen something black quickly move across your vision, only to

search and not find anything. Sometimes things like cats, dogs and other small creatures?(ed)

Remin - level 2

Gremlin: causing equipment to fail, through an act of will. The more complicated the machine/mechanism,

the more difficult this gift becomes - despite station.

During UFO activity and ‘Alien’ presence, electrical appliances act erratic, (ed)



Omin - level 3

Flight (winged ‘goyles only): Normally, the leathery bat-like wings of the Avion allows a ‘goyle to glide a

certain distance, depending on height of the starting point, and wind. Flight allows a Gargoyle to fly from

ground level, or achieve greater height/distance.

Just above rooftop? (ed)

Stalk: keeping the scent and trail of prey once discovered.

Regular fly overs? (ed)

Obscure: A Gargoyle can evoke this gift and obscure themselves or the Adytum, so that it, or they, are

impossible to see when looked at directly.

Seen best with ‘Peripheral Vision’, this is how I first noticed them, (ed)

Mentor - level 4

Mask: hide the ugliness of their form for a short period of time, 30 min x station, using a face or form of their

choice, (common grotesque)

Telempathy: Sharing a mood with others, implanting suggestions in others. Sharing hate, or fear. The Gar-

goyle does not necessarily have to feel the emotion himself.

Walk-ins and Sliders? (ed)

Call to Duty: A silent summons, calling to other members of the Clan to come to his aid, or the aid of the

Adytum. An oracle can summon Gargoyles from other Clans.

Oracle - level 5

Summon Elements: call forth the meteorological elements, summoning a hurricane, or a blizzard, even hail,

around and within the Sanctum.

Cave explorers were nearly buried alive when a freak storm hit the Nullarbor Planes area of South Australia in

1997(?) The fierce freak storm suddenly appeared out of clear sky. Where the cave explorers getting too close

to a ‘sacred’ underground labyrinth? (ed)

Vigil: To stand guard over the Adytum, or another Gargoyle, with or without the use of ‘Guardian’, or being

turned to stone by the sun - for an indefinite period. Though, a ‘goyle will die without sustenance after a

month’s vigil.

Strength of Purpose: Even when exhausted or wounded, a Gargoyle may draw upon his strength of purpose in

order to continue an important task, even if it means his life.

Screech of the Harpy: an earsplitting, horror inspiring scream, seizing a victim with terror and driving them

away - as fast as they can run. Often used in warning.

Originally, gargoyles were used as decorative coverings for waterspouts, to divert rainwater away from the

building, but later came into use as decorations for the higher reaches of churches and cathedrals. The name

seems to have originated from the myth of La Gargouille from France, the word itself meaning ‘throat’, or

‘gargle’. The earliest original waterspouts, pouring a cascade of rain, sounded as though they were gargling,

so this may have been how they were named. These creatures, it was said, kept an eye on the good people of

the villages.



Throughout the Middle ages, gargoyles were the lofty residents of the higher reaches of many Churches and

Cathedrals.

Myth of the Gargoyle

Gargoyles were known to stand guard and ward off evil spirits and frighten away other creatures that sought

harm. The more hideous and frightening in appearance is all the better to scare off all sorts of dark creatures.

At night they come to life and protect while one is asleep and vulnerable. And the winged gargoyles can fly

around the whole area and cover an entire village or town as well as the church. As the sun rises the Gargoyles

resume their place once more to serve as guardians during the day when their fierce visage can be seen and

frighten off those that see their faces. One other myth dating back to ancient Greece is that a gargoyle can

purify any tainted water. Seeing as how many served a functional purpose as rainspouts, it was thought that

when it rained they purified the water descending from the skies and prevented diseases and foul water sup-

plies.

Curiously, almost all (of the old ones at least) are individuals, no two are the same. And perhaps significantly

although gargoyle-like roofdrainage has been found from Ancient Greek and Roman times. Almost all ofwhat

we think of as classic gargoyles are found in what were the last bastions of Celtic resistance to Christianity

shortly before or during early medieval times when they first really appeared.



Other Reported Jellyfish UFO

Images and text copyright © Barry Taylor 2003

Unless otherwise stated or agreed to.

There have been numerous accounts of “Jellyfish UFO” sightings, yet some of the descriptions are widely

variable. Some describe wide flat objects with a flat flange perimeter that looks like the basic jellyfish body.

Others describe flat objects with numerous ‘tentacles’ or beams of light projecting underneath the main object.

Well I suppose all ofthese descriptions fit the description of the Jellyfish, yet each is describing different types

of objects. This is what makes specific UFO descriptions virtually impossible. It may seem that you have all

known descriptions listed then another one will show up that throws other descriptions out of order.

The Jellyfish type that I am interested in here, is the type that I video taped with a witness in 1999. The same

type of Jellyfish UFO was video taped in England in 2001, and witnessed in the Australian outback at Whycliff

Wells Northern Territory in 1996.

The only other “Jellyfish UFO” of this descriptive type that I am aware of, was video taped in England in

2001. The fellow had contacted me via e-mail attaching a batch of stills grabbed off his footage. I was pleased

to be able to confirm that his object was the very same type of Jellyfish UFO that I had filmed.

We agreed to exchange footage on the sighting. I posted off a copy but never received a return copy of his

video. He stated in further e-mail correspondence that he was worried about copyright, and that he may loose

control over his footage. I explained how copyright worked and that it was as safe as anyone else’s on the

world. I never did hear back from him. (Ifyou are the guy & reading this, I want to talk to you)

Following are some of the images sent to me from the English sighting. And copyright remains with him, so

do not reproduce these.

You can clearly see the ‘tail’ and most interestingly the two “Black eyes.”

This does appear to be one single object, yet unless analysis is done on

the footage this remains an uncertainty. It could be more than one object

‘attached’ close together. The main object appears to have an irregular sur-

face as if indicating more than one object or a ‘bumpy’ single object.

The ‘Black eyes’ are intriguing. Are they actual eyes observing the location

it is flying over? This feature has been videoed on two similar objects on

opposite sides of the World. Image copyright © 2001-2003

Cooperation is needed between Skywatches around the World so that those getting footage can exchange with

the others just as keen, and most importantly, have new footage to exchange. There is no future in it for anyone

of us if we lock up our footage and no one gets to look at it. There is a LOT of crap footage being peddled

as genuine UFO footage, and it up to those gaining experience through practical experience and on the job

knowledge gathering to get the genuine footage out there so as to educate the others.

It is amazing yet disappointing how some will pirate your footage behind your back thinking they were clever

that you did not know what they were doing. BUT, we soon find out. And it only brakes the link if even better

footage is taken. If people just ASK, they receive a reasonable reply. If you get caught out doing the wrong

thing, tough luck for next time.

Do not forget, those getting the footage, in most cases are spending 100’s of hours Skywatching, $ 1,000’s in

equipment, accessories and expenses, with little if no cash return. It is not the money but the knowledge that

the genuine Skywatches strive for. So support them when you can.



My ‘prophetic dream’ was fulfilled.

In 1976, 1 had a Dream where I walked into a book store because of the need to purchase a very interesting

book on the UFO subject. It was imperative that I have this book.

Two years later when living in a different location to where I had this dream, the dream actually came true. I

relived the dream in real life.

One day when visiting the City of Lismore, [a large Rural town in Northern N.S.W.], I happened to walk into

a large Newsagency just to have a look around at what they were selling. I walked up one side of the long

extensive bookracks situated down the centre of the shop.

I did not look at any of the books here, not even hesitating. I walked to the end and turned the comer of the

long display of books and magazines until halfway down the second side.

I stopped here, and looked at the title of one magazine only, as if under “remote control”. The magazine title

was “Paranormal and Psychic Australia” May 1978 Vol.3, No. 5. 1 had never seen this publication before.

The moment I picked the magazine up, I recalled the dream I had two years previously. My ‘prophetic dream’

was fulfilled.

“What could be so interesting in this magazine”? I thought.

So I flicked through the pages and was astounded to see my Katoomba UFO photo. Friend and fellow

researcher Mr. Rex Gilroy had written an article entitled, “At last The TRUE story of the KATOOBMA UFO
Link”. Rex had included my sighting and photo in his article describing other UFO sightings in the Katoomba

area.

Rex had the details as I had originally supplied him, word for word.

For those interested in still photography, here is the camera and processing details I had used with these

photos.

I used Tri-X 400 ASA [ISO] black and white film. Exposure of l/30th. sec. at f3.5. The film forced processed

in Microdol-X for 20 minutes.
[
equivalent to 2300 ASA

]

This unusual UFO was seen some distance

north east of Katoomba N.S.W.

The shape of the illumination was only realised

when the photo was enlarged during process-

L -,'v.rV'Wfv’'/f<^,'7 c'V. .vf jHMjfSroXfnS
ing. Only a dim white Tight’ was observed at

.-Av .JSKyjP' JSvSfwPSfc .c“ 'liffJV,' t

the time of the sighting, and no detailed atten-

tion was shown toward this UFO, thinking at

the time that it was insignificant.

15th. July 1972 These two images

are of the same object taken only

seconds apart. An orange illumina-

tion was seen moving to the north.

The original negative was enlarged

then exposed onto raw film so as

to produce a second negative from

which these images were printed.

[ Images © 1972 Barry Taylor

]
My ‘prophetic dream’ was ful-

filled.



FOO FIGHTERS

During the second world war in Europe, allied airforce pilots reported brightly illuminated mysterious objects

pacing their aircraft. Described as being much smaller that conventional aircraft, suggesting they were only

large enough for one or two crewmembers.

The Germans laid claim to the manufacturing and flying of these unusual craft. They even had detailed draw-

ings of their interior workings. But it was a lie!

One report states that one of these ‘Foo Fighters’ entered through the fuselage of the bomber aircraft without

making a hole, flew around inside the interior of the plane only to disappear back out through the wall of the

aircraft again without making a hole.

My Theory:

Based on what I have learned over the last couple of years, I have come to the conclusion that the “Foo

Fighter” objects are not an ‘Alien Craft’ containing ‘Alien Beings’ of the type most people immediately imag-

ine. By this I mean the Grey’s or Reptilians which are the most commonly spoken about by most.

“Our concept of what UFO’s actually are is what restricts our perception of them.” -Taylor

Foo Fighter objects are a combination of two things. ‘Alien implementations of a form of self contained

individual Alien life form answerable to a higher Alien life form with a similar physical body structure as

Humans. However, this Celestial Being has inter-dimensional capabilities and uses inter-dimensional flying

craft, which we have called Vimana, Vril, Makarba and now UFO’s.

The Foo Fighter also has inter-dimensional capabilities which enables them to enter and pass through solid

objects and suddenly disappear from sight within our 3D world.

The Foo Fighter object belongs to the same family as the will-o-the-wisp, Earth Lights, Min-Min Lights,

Marfa Lights and many Orb UFO’s (not metallic in appearance)

NASA has photographed these objects in Space. They could be called “Space Critters.” After all, that is a good

description for them.

Super Awareness:

These Foo Fighter Orbs display an awareness that extends beyond the present and into the future to some

extent. This means they know what you are going to do before you do. This is why UFO’s have been reported

in “Flap” situations in certain locations preceding Natural or Human disasters. They seem to be aware of small

or large-scale events that will adversely effect Human behavior and multiple deaths.



Other UFO at war scene:

After the dropping of the Atomic Bomb on Hiroshima Japan in 1945, witnesses on the scene shortly after the

event report seeing numerous white Orb illuminations flying around the area. One Japanese woman openly

described them as will-o-the-wisp. ( I would like to bet that they had the surface luster of “Glazed Pearl.” -

Taylor)

These particular will-o-the-wisp Orbs would be doing the same ‘job’ as the Orb at the truck accident I have

mentioned. That is, recovering the Souls of the dead, and assisting them safely to the dimension we know as

Heaven. THIS MAKES THEM A FORM OF “SPIRIT GUIDE”

Bending the “Rules.”

“Now this is starting to get into the realms outside the accepted ‘rules’ of UFOlogy,” you may say. But is it?

The general “accepted rule” ofUFOlogy is “that all UFO’s are Alien Craft containing a crew ofAlien Beings.”

Well I have seen many genuine UFO’s and if they contain Aliens, than they are not 4 feet tall, but INCHES
tall. I have seen very small UFO Discs less than 2 feet (60cm) dia.

Unless SOME UFO’s can “Compress matter” than they do NOT contain Alien Beings (of a type imagined by

us) and are NOT piloted by Alien Beings either.

However, there are definitely some UFO Craft that ARE constructedAND piloted by Alien Beings.

1. So how do we explain these small illuminated Orbs that we see flying without sound or visible means of

propulsion?

2. Why are they seen during times of disaster or during events that effect the core of existence of some

Humans?

3. Why are they so small that a ‘pilot’ could not fit inside them?

4. Are they actually some type of ‘Alien Probe’?

5. They really do exist, because people all over the world have witnessed them, taken photographs and video

of them, even NASA have filmed them in Space.

Possible Explanation:

There appears to be some UFO types that are a living individual entity. A mysterious form of life yet unknown

to us. They seem to originate from Space and constantly traverse the upper atmosphere and near Space alti-

tudes of Earth. I am also convinced that certain types of UFO are inter-galactic travelers. They sometimes

enter into the lower Earth’s atmosphere, and this is when we see them.

Alterations to the Atmosphere and magnetic fields surrounding the Earth either from natural or man made

events such as atomic bomb detonation and air pollution, directly effecting these very sensitive life forms.

They are so aware of the slightest changes around them, that they react immediately to take a ‘personal’ inter-

est by investigating the potential problem.

If they feel threatened by any sudden unfamiliar awareness reaction, then they take immediate evasive action

for the sake of self-preservation. This reactive time can be at the speed “of a twinkling of an eye.”

NASA Footage: (see details)

If you have seen the NASA footage where objects react to flashes of light from the shuttle, than you should

view it again with this thought in mind.

NASA has been aware of these mysterious illuminated small objects in Space ever since the first man made

the trip. Astronaut John Glen called them “fire flies”, and the name has stuck. They are refereed to as “John

Glen’s fire flies”



There are a few NASA clips where a bright flash is seen followed by an instant evasive reaction AWAY from

the flash source. Some of the objects react in a minor way while others seem to ‘over react’ by speeding off

at break neck speed. They are reacting to the bright flash of light. NASA could be doing this deliberately as

an experiment so as to gauge their awareness. This proving that these objects are indeed a living life form of

some type. They have demonstrated that they have amazing flight capabilities. Makes you wander if any have

been captured by NASA.

This ‘Family’ of mysterious Orbs must be aware of each other. They have their differences just like all life

forms here on Earth. They appear to exist in Peace. However, it would not surprise me if they do have their

enemies. Mankind is not their enemy, at least to this point in time. But ifwe started an atomic world war where

total annihilation of the atmospheric environment and ourselves were at threat, than these Orbs my be forced

to protect themselves, and do something on a grand scale in an attempt to stop us. If this ever did eventuate,

than you would expect a heavy increase ofUFO Craft type objects also. Particularly the larger Cigar ‘Mother

Ship’ crafts.

And the official Military statements say there is no such thing as UFO’s. In wartime, the UFO’s are all over

the place if you get a chance to look. There must be 100’s of feet of B/W & colour film of UFO’s taken by

the armed forces. So why are these UFO’s taking so much notice? What is the connection between Humans

and UFO’s?

Human History on Earth:

Ifyou look at the most important factors that influence mankind since the very beginning ofHuman habitation

and recorded history on Earth, you can only conclude that it is “the belief in a higher order of Spiritual Being.”

Call this Being what you will, the principles are the same. This belief is the most mystical principle that will

influence your time on Earth.

Remember this: UFO’s can be classed as being three (3) types.

1. Alien Space Craft - when large enough to contain a crew & structured craft.

2. Alien Probes - when too small to contain a crew.

3. The ‘Spirit / Soul Orbs’ - this includes the Orbs known as, Foo Fighters, will-o-the-wisps, Min-Min

Lights, Marfa Lights, Earth Lights etc. (The Father, the Son & the Holy Ghost?)

There is a second mystery that has just as much impact on our existence, yet is both seen and unseen during

our lifetime. You may say in your dying last breath, “I have never seen a UFO, they do not exist.” But at the

moments after your passing, you will realise the TRUTH. They Do exist, and they are fully aware of you as

an individual. They care about you.

You can replace the “UFO” in the phrase above with “God” and the same phrase applies. They are inter-

changeable because they are interconnected. Remember this, “God moves in mysterious ways.” And His

‘helpers’ sometimes appear visually to us in the form ofwhat we identify as UFO’s. Some ofyou reading this

will shun this idea. That is understandable. You are stuck on the line of thought that all UFO’s are Alien Craft.

You reject any so called ‘religious’ connotations to be associated with the study of UFOlogy.

You may even consider the above statements ‘blasphemous’ and inflammatory against your religious beliefs.

You may consider that you already have the answers, yet may not have seen what I have seen. For what I have

seen over the last few years, and the circumstances in which events occurred, has lead me to understand that

the above is more directed toward the truth ofUFO’s than I had previously realised.

The subject is even more fascinating now, and has opened my mind to greater things. Although I never attend

Church, I understand much more about life and death and that mystical inter-dimensional Being that has a

direct line to my Spirit and Soul.

Think about what I say and see how it can assist your thoughts on UFO’s and daily life.



Hoax Garbage Bag Devices

Verses U.F.O’s

In 1996 there was a report of a station wagon vehicle containing 3 or 4 men who were seen acting suspiciously

and launching illuminated hot air balloon type devices in the Australian outback community ofAlice Springs.

This incident was reported to the local Police by a local law abiding citizen.

The Police responded and quickly found the vehicle in question and its occupants. A search of the vehicle

found the necessary materials to make several of these ‘hot air balloon’ type devices. Large plastic garbage

bags, rolls of thin wire, some made into hoops and packets of ‘Jiffy’ petroleum based wax fire lighters, would

have been among the materials found, for this is what they are made from.

When questioned by the Police about their activities and asked to explain the ‘evidence’ found in the vehicle,

the men refused to co-operate. They each claimed ‘Diplomatic Immunity. They produced the appropriate ID’s

and stated they were working at Pine Gap. They were left to continue what they were doing, rendering the

Police powerless to intervene.

QUESTION:
Why would such persons be letting these simple hot air balloon type devices off in the Central Australian

outback?

My Theory:

1996 to 1999 was a period of constant and sometimes intense UFO activity Australia wide. Pine Gap has

sophisticated radar including ‘over the horizon’ Radar. It would be considered highly probable that such Radar

centers would be monitoring UFO activity Australia, if not Worldwide.

No one can stop the UFO from flying where ever it wants to, yet there may be a way to divert the UFO away

from populated areas so that residents have a less likely chance of observing the real UFO craft that were

visiting us at the time.

Such methods of diversion ofUFO activity could be the deployment of these “Hoax Garbage Bag Devices”.

Because ofmy nightly Skywatching vigils during this period of time, I witnessed and video taped a total of

over 50 different ‘hoax device’ events. I noticed that the hoax device activity would start up in numerous loca-

tions around Australia (including Tasmania) ALL AT THE SAME TIME.

Now you can not tell me this was just a coincidence, because it happened this way numerous times. Not only

did the hoax device BEGIN at the same time, it also STOPPED at the same time all around the country. Yes,

there were still the odd reports of hoax device activity, yet the main bulk of activity stopped at once.

I also noticed that as soon as the hoax device activity began and was seen almost nightly, there was an immedi-

ate increase of real UFO sighting activity. I drew graphs of the frequency of my personal UFO sightings

and hoax device activity. What I found was that the hoax device activity increased, peaked and decreased at

THE SAME RATE as the UFO activity. This was more than co-incidental. Appearing more like a deliberately

designed plan that was being implemented Australia wide.

Yes, some devises WERE launched by local teenagers and pranksters this I have no doubt about. I captured

such an event on video on April Fools day 1998. But putting ALL of the launching of these devices down to

just local kids Australia wide is impossible. I doubt very much that the kids network of communication would

be capable of organizing such events on a Nation wide scale. It takes a large organization with lots of staff and

money to arrange and implement such activities at a moment notice. And who ever was doing it, had tested

the devices and found they did the appropriate job required.



Pine Gap U.S.A. Diplomats tested it. It was then implemented Australia wide when UFO activity was seen to

increase. When the UFO activity increased, so did the hoax device launchings. When UFO activity decreased

or stopped, so did the hoax device launching. They were active and inactive at the same time.

All I can think of, is that the devices when launched so as to drift slowly over Towns populated Rural areas

and large Cities including Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Adelaide and Perth at times of real UFO activity. It

had been proven that the UFO stayed clear of areas where these devices were launched. Not because the UFO
was afraid of them, but possibly they were very weary of their potential. It worked.

Phoenix Arizona USA.

The “Phoenix Lights” was a major UFO event on March 13th 1997. Numerous video clips of the event taken

and thousands of witnesses. A large “Boomerang” formation of orange lights ‘hung’ at low altitude right over

the city of Phoenix. What they actually were has still not been successfully analyzed or proven beyond reason-

able doubt. The event remains a true mystery.

It is quit possible, even probable that the “Phoenix Lights” were actually similar Hoax Devices as I have been

describing above.

Earlier, in the outskirts ofthe Phoenix district, a huge solid Boomerang craft was witnessed by two (?) persons.

They describe the sharp outline and edges of the object. It was a solid craft.

Now let us assume that the local Military were made aware of these UFO craft flying in the area as recorded

on Radar. The plan was put into action to divert the REAL UFO away from the population of Phoenix. A
real solid UFO craft would be impossible to explain away, yet just a formation of orange lights could be. The

‘official’ explanation would be “Flares dropped from military aircraft”.

“End of story. Argue all you like.” The authorities get let off easily.

The same successful implementation of Hoax devices was applied with successful results. However, the UFO
still visited my area in numbers despite the hoax application. This area appears to be on a “UFO Flight Path”,

yet that is another story.

Witness Report:

A phone call from a friend informing me that one of these hoax devices had landed in her house yard in the

early hours of that morning, and I should come and collect it.

She tells how the events occurred. It was around 2 AM on a Saturday morning and she had got up to go to the

bathroom. While up, she went out onto the side verandah to have a cigarette. She did not smoke in the house

for consideration to the rest of the family. She was enjoying her smoke and looking at the dark night sky full

of Stars, when from the east and just above rooftop she saw an orange illuminated object heading her way.

She could not believe her eyes when the fiery object began to descend to eventually land in her large house

yard. She immediately identified it as one of the hoax garbage bag devices, for we had discussed such things

previously. Besides, the device was still burning when it landed, the flame was clearly seen.

She suddenly heard heavy footsteps approaching the house down her gravel-covered driveway. The night was

still and quiet, and she recognised the heavy footsteps as from someone wearing heavy work boots similar to

what her truck driver husband might ware.

When nearing the house she called out asking the intruder what he was doing, and warned him that he was

on private property. The man was around 34 years age by her estimation and was NOT dressed as if he was

returning home after a late Friday night out on the town.



He stated that he was trying to find a way through to the next street, turned and headed back the way he

came. My friend heard his footsteps fade, than heard a car door slam and a vehicle drive off. She immediately

thought this strange and considered the young man had actually made an effort to retrieve this fallen Hoax

Device. Maybe it was he whom had launched the device.

It seems pointless to launch such a device so early in the morning if you were trying to impress or fool the

public. There is no one around that time in the morning. Unless the purpose of the exercise was for as I had

suggested earlier. In this case, time would not matter.

So I retrieved the device and had the evidence of how they were constructed and what materials were used.

The wire frame was interesting and consisted of a high tensile wire coated with copper (to resist rust) this was

coated in a thin yet hard plastic coating. Each wire was a measured length as ifpurchased in a craft pack. These

were twisted together to form a hoop the same size as the large plastic garbage bag opening.

I took a sample of this wire to an Auto. Electrician, who was unable to positively identify the wire type or use,

yet suggested it could be a craft wire. I then checked with the three craft outlets in town. None of these had

ever sold this wire or could identify it. It appears the wire was especially brought in from out of town. This

was becoming more likely that my theory on the Hoax Devices source was becoming more likely.

Being a farming community here, access to fencing wire would not be a problem and more cost effective. Yet

special wire was used.

My Inquiries at the local Police station re the hoax devices, was met with a cold reception stating “I don’t

want to know about the b****y things.” “It is only kids letting them off’ I could see my time was limited here

and answers would be scarce, so I asked this question of the Officer. “Can you be 100% sure that ALL of

these orange lights in the sky are these devices let off by local kids?” He stopped walking away, hesitated as

if pondering the facts, as he knows them and stated, “No I can’t”. That was all I wanted to hear and thanked

him for his co-operation as I left.

There is more behind these hoax garbage bag devices than we may consider. UFO activity has been virtually

non existent since January 2000. So has the appearance of the Hoax Devices.

Large ‘wheely bin’ garbage bag attached to a wire hoop with tape. Another piece

of wire is attached to the wire hoop that bisects the hoop. The centre of this wire is

bent in a slight ‘U’ shape so as to hold the skewered wax fire lighter in place, so as

to stop it slipping closer to the perimeter of the hoop. This would endanger the bag

igniting if the fire lighter slipped during the bum. If a second fire lighter is used to

make a ‘double’, than the 2 metre (6ft) wire is twisted around the ‘U’ section of the

diagonal wire. The second fire lighter is attached to this wire by twisting it around

the fire lighter.

Launching:

A hand held portable gas torch is lit. An assistant holds the top of the bag full length

off the ground high enough to aim the gas torch up into the centre of the bag with-

out burning it. The air inside the bag soon heats up to fill out the bag. Once full of

heated air it will begin to self-lift. Just before launching, train the gas torch onto the

fire lighter to ignite it. The device will now lift off like a hot air balloon and drift in

the direction of the prevailing breeze.

DANGER:
Under no circumstances should you try this. These devices drip burning wax during

flight and can self ignite. If this happens, the device will fall to the ground burn-

ing, and could start a serious fire. This endangering community property. Ifyou get

caught setting these things off, you will be charged under criminal law, and heavily

fined. If you bum property, the consequences are very severe.



Visit to old Pioneer location.

1899 Cemetery

I was interested to see if the “Spirit Orb” were more prevalent on the evening of the 13th of the month.

According to reports from overseas, manifestations of Mary were reoccurring on the 13th of the month on a

regular basis.

I was curious to test if this specific 13th date had any hidden ‘Spiritual’ or ‘inter-dimensional’ relationship. I

was keen to organise an outing on this date (13th February 2003) to see if any results could be gathered.

A friend informed me of an old pioneer cemetery he had found. A little further along the pioneer road, there

was a tunnel hand dug by convicts during mid to late 1800’s. We made arrangements to arrive at the location

just on dusk. This sounded like an ideal location to put my investigation into “Spirit Orbs” to the test.

The location is 45-50Klm S-W of Grafton (NSW) in the areas known as Buccarumbi and Dalmorton. We
arrived at the cemetery site during darkness. However, there was a 3/4 Moon beginning to rise in the N-E
which was giving us just enough light to see where we were walking, and allowing a basic outline ofthe layout

of the surrounding area.

Equipment Used:

I was well equipped with a 3CCD Sony digital video camera with video light. A digital still camera with flash

and a 35mm still camera with automatic flash loaded with 400 ISO colour neg. film.

My friend had never done any “Spook” hunting (if you can call it that) but was

very interested in assisting my investigation into this phenomena and anxious to

see if we could get results.

I set him up with video camera and light and instructed him to just let the camera

roll, and walk around the whole area. The video camera would record the audio

track through the sensitive mic. And this was an important part of my research.

Others studying this subject had recorded “Voices from beyond” while in grave-

yards.

I used both still cameras photographing each gravestone and randomly photographing into the darkness sur-

rounding us. I figured that if there was anything in the area, it could be lurking in the bush around us. I made

certain not to photograph my friend unless he was close enough to recognise. I did not let him get too far away,

not wanting to get any ‘false images’ of the video light.

This first photo shows a mysterious ‘Orb’ positioned just in the bush perimeter at around 12ft (4 metres) above

the ground and in front of tree branches.

Enlargement of the ‘Orb’ in first image above. Some researchers have suggested

that ‘faces’ are sometimes seen in these orbs. Can you see the face in this one?

Rotation of the image 90 deg. clockwise would show it clearer, (more research

will follow re information on this site) I am not suggesting that it IS a face, yet it

is an interesting concept. Especially if you could match the ‘face’ with a person

buried here. Family descendents would have to be tracked down. What an interest-

ing relationship that would make.



Second ‘Orb’ in same area also photographed nearby. This one seems slightly larger

being closer. Also closer to the ground (7ft) 2 metres.

A close look at these two orbs shows that they have a similar feature. The left side

of the orb is ‘wedge’ shaped while the right side is round.

The slightly Enhanced image below shows some ‘texture’ within the orb. Use of

imagination here shows a dark sphere emanating the bright light from the right

of the enclosed sphere. Or do you see something else? One must keep a clear atti-

tude toward analysis of these objects. Nobody really knows what they are, and it is

tempting to read into these images something that we can relate to. However, we
may not even understand the truth even if it were discovered. Recording all relevant

information is important in seeking answers. Just like research into all unexplained

phenomena.

O The tunnel was hand cut by convicts in the mid 1 800 ’s while the road link

between the coast and Glen Innes (on top of the Great Dividing Range)

was constructed. The road was carved from solid rock on the banks ofthe

Henry or Little River and follows its meanderings’ for quite a long way.

Look closely at the top left hand comer at the far end of the tunnel, and

you will see another mysterious light. There is nothing here that could

cause this. It was not there when we arrived and took photos. We walked

through the tunnel beyond the other end and saw no lights.

This was the very last photo that I took (#19) just before getting back into the car. It was almost as if ‘it’ was

observing our movement and knew we were about to leave.

The ‘False colour enhanced’ image shows the light to be of a size 6in (150mm) and could be attached to a

larger dark object. The colours are adjusted to give contrast in the black background.

Video Camera Results:

Close examination of the video footage shows nothing unusual captured visually. However, close examination

of the audio track using Sound Forge, implies there is some very unusual audio captured.

During the moment shown in the image left. My friend was just bending down to have a close study of the

text on the headstone, when during a pause in his description of what was written, a strange ‘voice’ is heard.

This short moment of unusual sound, is the only piece on the whole 20min of footage taken of this type of

sound.

The voice is calling “HELP”



More Events on 13th Feb. 2003

Having spent well over halfan hour snapping numerous photos at the old cemetery, we drove along the narrow

unsealed dirt road a short distance west. We came upon a group of old deserted derelict buildings. These were

remnants of the 1950’s, and were used in the past as free accommodation for the timber getters (loggers). We
walked around the first small hut closest to the roadside with video rolling and cameras flashing.

We then ventured toward the second hut being set back further from the road and deeper into the darkness. My
friend videoed the inside of this hut while I snapped photos of the outside.

The tree in the photo here, gave me the feeling that children had been

playing among its branches, and that there was some form of energy

still there. So I started to snap photos around the tree just in case some-

thing showed up on film.

Suddenly, a buzzing noise started up from what I estimated to be

between the hut and tree. At first I thought I might have disturbed a

wasp nest. I immediately called out to my friend, “What’s that noise?”

He cautiously walked toward my direction because he too could now hear the buzzing noise. I backed off

moving away from this tree, because the buzzing was now approaching me. I was beginning to worry that I

was going to be attacked by what ever was making this noise, yet could see nothing.

The buzz became much louder and clearer. It was a constant buzz, unlike any insect I had heard. Trying to

follow the path of a noise in the dark coming from something unseen is tricky. Yet we were able to estimate

that it gained altitude and moved off across the road some 1 5 metres away and headed off toward a ridge

further away. It was here that the noise suddenly stopped as if what ever was making the noise had landed.

We both agreed that it was no insect. (We have both spent a great deal ofour life in the bush, and can recognise

when something appears out of the ordinary)

The buzzing did not vary as if an insect was changing speed and direction as they mostly do. This was constant

and very loud. My friend commented that, “If that was an insect, than it must have been the size of a car”.

And I agree.

The couple of photos taken toward the noise show nothing that could have made the noise. Also, my friend

had turned the video camera off thinking it was the camera noise that I was hearing. So unfortunately, we did

not record the sound.

‘Doll’s Eye’ Snake:

When we first walked into the tunnel, we found what my friend identified as a

‘Doll’s Eye’ mottled skin brown snake. He assured me it was non-venomous

but I gave it the space it deserves.

It was a reminder just how wild the Australian bush can be, and that you have

to keep a keen eye out for these native reptiles, because the eastern brown

snake is deadly.



I ran this index page in 2003 for a short while until I designed the next phase ofmy site.


